Our Debts!

Introduction:-

T

he recent recessionary impact on the Malaysian economy has brought to the
fore, perhaps more forcefully than ever before, its vulnerability to the
vagaries of world demand. It is an economy that is highly dependent upon
international trade. The recent slump brought about a sharp decline i~the
prices of primary commodities and this in part contributed to a growing current
account deficit in the balance of payments beginning from 1980. It also led to the
slowing down of growth in Federal Government tax revenue. And since it is difficult to reduce both operating and development expenditures, it has brought about a
substantial increase in public debt. In what follows, we shall examine the trends in
both public development and operating expenditures, the changing fortunes of
Malaysia's balance of payments' position and some underlying structural weaknesses
of the Malaysian economy which have led to the growing size of Malaysia's public
debt with all its attendant adverse implications.

Rapid Growth of Public
Development Expenditure
Since the promulgation of the New
Economic Policy (NEP) in 1971, public
sector development expenditure has
increased rapidly, especially in the last
3 years, which also coincided with the
first 3 years of the implementation of the
Fourth Malaysia Plan (4MP). Public sec ·
tor development expenditure increased
by more than 2½ times from $9.8 billion
during 1971-75 to $24.9 billion during
the period of the Third Malaysia Plan
(3MP) and this has already escalated to
$40.4 billion during the first three years
of the 4MP, an increase of about 1.6
times. This rapid increase in public sector development expenditure in the last
3 years was partly due to the need to
complete many Third Plan projects (only
about 67.9% of the total allocated for
public development expenditure was
spent during the 3MP period) and partly
due to the use of public sector expenditure as a tool to counter the effects of
the world-wide recession that began in
1980, _not to mention the rise in costs.
In fact, public sector development
expenditure grew to the point where
94.4% of the amount planned for the
period 1981-85 had already been spent
by the end of 1983.

Trends In Operating Expenditure
Operating expenditure also grew very
rapidly from $20.5 billion during 197175 to $57.8 billion during 1981-83,
an increase of nearly ' three times. This
rapid increase over the three plan periods
was due to the substantial increases in
salaries and wages, which now form the
largest single item and which constituted
about 36.7% of the Federal Government
operating expenditure in 1983. It was
also because of the rapid growth in debt
servicing expenditure which grew at
30.2% per annum over the period 198183. Despite the deliberate efforts of the
Government to reduce the total expenditure in th'e light of its worsening financial
position, the size of total expenditure
remained high.
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The total expenditure as a share of
the Gross National Product (GNP) wa·s
54.8% for the period 1981-83 compared
with 36.1 % during the last decade and
43.3% envisaged for the 4MP.

Slow Growth of Federal
Government Revenue
The rate of growth of Government
revenue, which increased substantially
from about $22 billion during 1971-75
to about $54.7 billion during 1976-80,
an increase of about 2.5 times, however,
slowed down in the last 3 years as a result
of the declining commodity prices and
the slowing down in the growth of
incomes caused by the world-wide recession. As a result, the public sector current
surplus declined sharply from $7.8 billion
during the 3MP period to about $2.2
billion during 1981-83.
This coupled with the escalation in
public sector development expenditure,
as mentioned earlier, has led to i3 rapid
rise in the overall public sector budgetary
deficit. It rose 5 times from $7 .6 billio·n
in 1971-75 to $36.9 billion in 1981-83.
This deficit, expressed as a percentage of
GNP, increased rapidly from 9.3% at the
end of 1975 to 19.1 % at the end of 1983.

By the end of 1983,
total Federal
Government
borrowing alone ...
reached the
staggering figure
of $50.4 billion
Table 1: Malaysia-Consolidated Public Sector Expenditure
and Financing, 1970-1983
·
1971-75
(2MP)

1976-80
(3MP)

1981-83
Mid-Term
Of 4MP

Government Revenue

21,978

54,706

59,016

-Government operating
expenditure

20,446

48,723

57,766

1,532

5,983

1,250

705

1,853

989

·• surplus

2,237

7,836

2,239

-Public Sector Development
Expenditure

9,793

24,937

39,129

= Overall Deficit

7,556

17,101
----

36,890
----

Federal Government Debt
Such a high public sector budgetary
deficit of course necessitates heavy
Government borrowing from both domestic and external sources. BY THE END
OF 1983, TOTAL FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BORROWING ALONE is estimated to have REACHED THE STAGGERING FIGURE OF $50.4 BILLION.
What is even more alarming is the fact
that external borrowing, as a proportion
of total borrowing, has been on the
increase. And from these external sources,
increasing reliance is placed on market
rather than projects loans. _For example
by the end of 1980, external borrowing
by the Federal Government alone constituted 21% of total borrowing but by
the end of 1983, this had increased to
35.3%.
Meanwhile market loans, which require
higher interest payments, as a proportion
of total external loans increased from
44.8% in 1980 to 73.6% by 1983. This
increased share of external loans on commercial terms and the relatively higher
level of interest in international capital
markets have meant a heavier debt servicing burden which registered a high
growth rate of 36.4% per annum over the
1981-83 period . The mix of domestic
• debt instruments has also changed with
short-term Treasury Bills as a percentage
share of domestic debt declining from
14:5% between 1970-80 to about 8.5%
by 1983 while long-term government
securities have increased from 85.5% to
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= Current Surplus
+ Public Authorities
Current Surplus

= Public Sector Current

Sources of financing:
Net Foreign borrowing

2,083

3,907

13,970

Net domestic borrowing

4,414

9,610

14,755

Use of accumulated assets
and special receipts

1,059

3,584

8,165

Table 2: Public Sector Deficit as a Proportion of GNP
Overall Deficit
($Million)

Year

GNP
($Million)

Deficit/GNP

1975

1,998

21,606

9.3

1980

8,112

50,018

16.2

1983

-12,173

63,802

19.1

2

92%. This shift in the composition of
domestic debt will also increase the
government's debt burden as interest
rates on government securities are muc_p
higher than those on Treasury Bills.
Accordingly, debt servicing as a percentage of the Federal Government's
operating expenditure has increased from
about 11.8% in 1980 to 22.0% in 1983.
It is estimated that debt servicing
expenditure as a proportion of Federal
Government operating expenditure will
increase further to 25.5% this year. Debt
servicing expenditure also commanded
an increasing proportion of ex port
earnings, rising from 1.8% in 1980 to
6.0% in 1983.

Overspending By Malaysians

... we have been
living beyond our
means.
Table 3: External Loans as a Proportion of Total Loans
of the Federal Government
Year

External
Loans
($billion)

Total
Loans
($billion)

External
Loans/Total

1975

$ 3.4

12.2

27.9

1980

$ 4 .9

23.2

21.1

1983

$17.8

50.4

35.3

Table 4: Debt Servicing as a Proportion of Federal Government
Operating Expenditure
Year

Debt Servicing
(1 )
$ Millicrn

1978

1,134(+18.1)

8,041

1979

1,271(+12.1)

10,040

1980

1,547(+21 .7)

13,617

Operating Expenditure
(2)
$ Million

1981

2,046(+32.2)

15,686

1982

2,723(+33.1)

16,671

1983

3,930(+44.3)

17,727

1984f

4,850 (+22.2)

19,016

f

=

forecast

3

1/2

Apart from the huge public debt with
its attendant escalating and hence burdensome debt servicing expenditure, another
unhealthy but related development is the
huge deficit in the current account of
our country's balance of payments which
began to go into the red from 1980.
A lthough the deficit suffered in 1980
was a miniscule $42 million, it soon
escalated to $4.9 billion in 1981, $7 .6
billion in 1982 and is expected to be
$6.6 billion last year. The underlying
cause of this imbalance remains the
harsh reality that our country has been
spending beyond its income since 1981 .
In other words, WE HAVE BEEN
LIVING BEYOND OUR MEANS. This
situation is clearly depicted in the row
'Income-Expenditure Gap' in Table 5.
In 1979, our gross national income
exceeded our spending by $2.3 billion.
After deducting $141 million that Malaysians sent abroad as gifts, we were able to
accumulate a healthy surplus of about
$2.2 billion. However, this situation
began to turn around in 1981 when our
national income w 9s not sufficient to
cover our total expenditure. Instead,
total expenditure exceeded income by
$4.9 billion in 1981, $7.5 billion in 1982
and $6.5 billion in 1983. This overspending has been brought about by
increases in all components of fiscal
expenditure namely private and public
consumption and private and public
investment. The continuous increase in
private consumption plus the rapid
growth in public consumption at least
until recently, led to an increase in the
overal I average propensity to consume
from 67 .0 in 1979 to 75.9 in 1982. This
of course means that the average propensity to save has declined from 33 to
· about 24 over the same period . With
public and private investments both
increasing, (gross capital formation/GNP
ratio went up from 27 .2 in 1979 to 36.4
in 1982) savings were insufficient to
finance domestic capital formation beginning from 1980 - hence the need for
external resource inflows to overcome
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the savings - investment gap.
This is clearly depicted in Table 6
above, which shows that our economy
had been characterized by rising and
large resource gap which increased from
1.2% of GNP in 1980 to 10.5% of GNP
in 1983. A large proportion of the gap
was in the public sector which for the
three year period accounted for 84.4%
of the overall resource gap. The rising
trend in the public sector resource
gap, particularly during the first two
years of the period 1980-83, was mostly
brought about by a higher rate of public
sector investment, whilst its savings
continued to decline further. As a result
of this rising trend, the cumulative resource gap as a percentage of GNP
reached the high figure of 9.3 for the
period 1981-83. Confronted with this
situation, steps must be taken to curb
components of private and public consumption that are unnecessary and ostentatious in nature, and these are usually
'import-biased, while greater efforts at
savings should b.e encouraged. These
savings should then be mobilised to
finance a higher rate of productive investments which will in turn lead to rapid
growth on a rnore self-reliant basis. It
is then through lhe redistribution of this
enlarged economic cake that Malaysians
of all communities, especially those from
the poorer income classes, will be able to
enjoy a higher standard of living.
CONCLUSION:Our analysis above
clearly shows that the necessity to
borrow and to incur huge debts in the
process is brought about by the fact that
our country, especially the government,
has been spending beyond its means.
Although some borrowing may be necessary, especially if this borrowing is used
to finance productive investment, too
much borrowing can be harmful in the
long-run. This is particularly so if a
substantial part of these huge borrowings
are used to finance unproductive projects
that have come to be popularly known as
'white elephants'.
It is thus imperative that steps be
taken now to curb unnecessary and
wasteful spending, lest the public debt
situation of our country gets out of
hand, triggering off in the process a
series of events that could well lead to
eventual bankruptcy . It is no good to
argue that Malaysia's present public debt
situation is well within control, with debt
servicing claiming only something like
7-8% of export earnings, for we must
remember that a good proportion of our
external debt is as yet not due for repay• ment until a few years' time. When this
time for repayment arrives, our debt
servicing will escalate and if this should
coincide with depressed international
h ma'rket conditions which is a likely possibility, our ability to service our debt will
ALI RAN MONTHLY JUNE 1984

Table 5: Overspending in the Malaysian Economy-Income and
Expenditure (1979-1983) (Current Value, $Million)
1979

1980

---

---

---

1982

1983

1. Domestic demand
(Consumption+
Investment)

39,717

50,091

59,451

66,279

70,127

2. Change in stocks

1,071

-

-

356

20

120

---

1981

76

---

3. Total final
expenditure

40,788

50,015

59,095

66,299

70,247

4 . Exports

25,973

30,419

29,850

31,044

35,697

5. Imports

21,678

28,596

32,881

36,218

38,572

4,295

1,823

-3 ,031

-5,174

-2,875

7. Gross domestic
product 3 + 6

45,083

51,838

56,064

61,125

67,372

8. Net factor payments
abroad

-1,991

-1,820

-1,843

-2,328

-3,570

9. Gross national
product (7)+(8)

43,092

50,018

54,221

58,797

63,802

+2,304

3

-4,874

-7,502

-6,445

-

-

-

6. Trade balance
= 4 - 5

10. Income-Expenditure
Gap(a) - (3)
11 . Net transfers
abroad

141

-

45

+2,163

-

141

-

12. Balance on the
current account of
our country's
balance of payments
(10)+(11)

78

92

115

-

-4,952

-7,594

-6,560

Table·6: Malaysia-Resource Balance, 1980-83.
(per cent of GNP)

..

1980

1981

1982

1983

1981-83

---

---

---

-----

Public sector
Savings
Jnvestment
Resource gap

10.0
11 .0
- 1.0

6.9
12.9
-6.0

1.5
15.9
-14.4

5.3
12.7
-7.4

4.5
13.8
-9.3

Private sector
Savings
Investment
Resource gap

18.3
18.5
-0.2

17.4
21.4
-4.0

22.6
20.6
+2.0

17.5
20.6
-3.1

19.1
20.8
-1.7

Total
Savings
Investment
Resource gap

28.3
29 .5
-1.2

24.3
34.3
-10.0

24.1
36.5
-12.4

22.8
33.3
-10 .5

23.6
34.6
-11.0

be greatly jeopardised . This was what
happened to Brazil and Mexico, two
countries which only several years ago
were held out as model developing countries for others to follow. Our government would do well to learn from the
nasty experiences 9f these two countries.
but unfortunately, indications are that it
4

is not doing so. Th is is apparent from:
the MONEY that IS BEING WASTE
THROUGH CERTAIN PUBLIC SECTO
PROJECTS by various state agenci
and government departments. •

Vital Statistics
Malaysia in the
Arms Trade

MILLIONS
FOR DEFENSE

Table 1: Major Arms Suppliers to the LDCs in 1970-78
(US$ millions at constant 1975 prices)
Value$
mn 1970-78

Supplier

T

he largest arms-merchant in the
world is the United States. It also
supplies approximately 39 per cent of
the total arms made available to the less
developed countries ( LDCs}.
The U.S.S.R . which is the second
largest arms merchant is also the secondlargest supplier of arms to the LDCs. It
accounts for some 32 per cent of the
total.
Table 1 below lists the major arms
suppliers to the LDCs from 1970 to
1978. A staggering total of US$54
billion worth of arms was transferred
to the Third World between 1970-78
alone. The funds wou ld have been much
better spent if it had been directed for
developed purposes --- housing, health,
education, transport infrastructure etc.

- - -c::-···~

.....

Bllclcflre bombers

-

Per cent of
world total

USA

21,528

39

USSR

17,250

France
UK

6,208
4,416

32
11

Italy

1,335

2.4

Third World
China
W. Germany

987
823
632

Other Western industrialized
Canada

395
313

1.8
1.5
1.2
0.7
0.6

Netherlands

304

0.6

Czechoslovakia

132

0.2

Other Eastern industrialized
Sweden

66

0.1

60

0.1

Japan

27

0.05

Switzerland

26

0.05

Total

8

100.00%

54,537

Source:

World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPR I Yearbook 1979, London 1979.

Note:

The figures are SI PR I estimates for transfers of major weapons (aircraft, armoured vehicles,
missiles, ships). The statistics include sales of production licences. Items may not add up to
totals due to rounding.

----------·----Cruise missiles

5
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Among the most important American
arms suppliers are multinational corporations like General Electric, Lockheed .
McDonnell Douglas, RCA Corporation,
Westinghouse Electric, Litton Industries,
etc. They are involved in the aero-space,
engine and electronic industries.
Many of the Third World countries
including Malaysia, have of course qeen
involved in the electronic industry since
Table 2: Offshore Operations by U.S. Producers of Military Electronics in 1974
Rankin
0.0.
contracts

Firm

Number of employees
in offshore factories

Location of
operations

General Electric

1,000

Singapore

22.

RCA Corporation

3,000

Singapore, Malaysia,
Taiwan

25.

Teledyne

3,300

Singapore, Hong Kong,
Malaysia

36.

Fairchi ld

13,300

Hong Kong, South
Korea, Singapore,
Mexico, Indonesia

41 .

Texas Instruments

11,300

Singapore, Malaysia,
El Salvador, Taiwan

63.

Motorola

7,800

South Korea, Mexico,
Malaysia, Hong Kong

97

Hewlett Packard

2,600

Singapore, Malaysia

1.

Source:

Eight other firms with
with information on
offshore operations

21,250

Total

63,550

Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, ln9onesia,
Hong Kong, Mauritius,
South Korea, Mexico

International Subcontracting Arrangements in Electronics between Developed MarketEconomy Countries and Developing Countries. UNCTAD, TD/B/C.2/144. Supp. 1 New
York 1975, p. 16-17, and United States Armament Industry : The 100 Largest Defence
Contractors in FY 1976. Government Business World-wide Reports, August 1977, p. 6.

the 1970s. American Multinational corporations like General Electric, RCA,
Teledyne, Fairchild, Texas Instruments,
Motorola, and Hewlett Packard have
now become familiar names to the
Malaysian people. They have all set up
subsidiaries in Malaysia which are involved in assembling electroni c component parts.
Less familiar to Malaysians is the fact
that these and other firms are actually
producing electronic equipment for
military purposes .
Table 2 below indicates how these
firms located in Malaysia and elsewhere
in the Third World are actually handling
important contracts for the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD).
Surely this is not the kind of business
our country should get involved in

a

Loh Kok Wah
lb Ohlsson-NEWSWEEK

- -~

· ·.t.

Combat air patrol
(CAP)

To guard carrlt1r group F-14 Tomcats
fly continuous patrols 230 mllH
from tht1 carrlt1r.

SpruanCt1-Claaa d11stroyt1r
- - - - ~ ~ - - - ~ l a u n c h t l s Harpoon cruise
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Viewpoint

Reflections on social issues
by members of the pub li c

IQ, Ideology and Social PolicY;
!This is a cont i nuation of the ar ticle in the
May issue ent it led 'Lee Kuan Yew & 1.0.')

Eugenics in Human History - A sad
example of prejudice and bigotry

I

t is common ly be li eved that the
revo lt ing Nazi policies of race hygiene
and genocide were a pecu li ar ly German
phenomenon , an aberrat ion of fascist
Germany qui t e inconcei vab le in the
libera l democracies in the rest of western
Europe. As a matter of fact, the eugen ics
movement, from which sprang the Nazi
ideology of the master race, was hardly
confined to t he Thi rd Reich, and its
adherents and enthusiastic supporters
were spread far and w ide in Europe and
N. America. Its intellectual origins can
be traced back to some of the em inent
scientists at the turn of the 20th century
- men like Sir Francis Gaitan , who
firmly believed in the inheritance of
mental abil ities and pioneers in the fie lds
of genetics and statIst Ics like Kar l
Pearson, Charles Spearman, R.A. Fisher,
T. H. Morgan (who eventually repud iated
his eugenicist beliefs), and many others.
With such distinguished ancestry, and
only the beg innings of genetics as an
experimental science (aided, no doubt, by
a good dose of ethnic and class
prejudice), speculative belief in the
inheritance of just about any human
trait (including mental abilities) was
fashionably plausible, and eugenic ideas
were remarkably well-received especially
among the middle and upper classes. The
extent of its influence can be gauged
from the endorsement of such individuals
as Margaret Sanger, the we ll-known
woman's suffragist and an otherwise
socially enlightened personality, and even
left-wing geneticists like J.B.S. Haldane
and H.J. Muller were drawn towards a
preponderant role for genes in determining human mental abilities.
In the United States, academic
doctrines and popular philosophy were
translated into practical policy, when the
newly-invented 10 tests provided the
mental testers with an instrument for
conducting mass screening of Army
recruits during the First World War . With
scant regard for 10 test inventor Binet's
cautionary remarks about what the tests
were measuring (emphatically not innate
intelligence), the 10 testers insisted that
this was precisely what they were
measur ing. The results obtained were
sobering indeed .. . 83% of the Jews, 80%
of the Hungarians, 79% of the Ital ians,

••• drastic cutbacks in social

expenditures are being
justified by appeal to all
kinds of self-serving rhetoric.
and 87% of the Russians were declared to
be "feeble-minded". In fact, the resu lts
so worried the US Congress that it was
moved to pass the Immigrat ion Act of
1924, designed to reduce immigration
from the 'genetically inferior' populations
of southern and eastern Europe, iae. the
'A lpine', 'Mediterranean' and 'Slavic'
races. And they cou ld hard ly do otherwise, after listening to testimony such as
the following from Dr. A rt hur Sweeney,
a disciple of Prof. Lewis Terman, one of
the leading lights of the US menta l testing
movement :

". . . We cannot be seriously opposed
to immigrants from Great Britain,
Holland, Canada, Germany, Denmark,
and Scandinavia . . . We can, however,
strenuously object to immigration
from Italy, .. . Russia ... Poland . ..
Greece . . . Turkey ... The Slavic and
Latin countries show a marked
contrast in intelligence with the
western and northern European group
. . . One cannot recognise the highgrade imbecile at sight . .. [but] . ..
the psychological tests . . . furnished
us with the necessary yardstick . . .
[ which] . . . revealed the intellectual
endowment of the men . . . [ Such
men] . . . think with the spinal cord
rather than with the brain . . . The
necessity of providing for the future
does not stimulate them to continuous
labour . . . Being constitutionally
inferior they are necessarily socially
inadequate . . . Education can be
received only by those who have the
intelligence to receive it. It does not
create intelligence . . . That is what
one is born with . . . The D minus
group cannot go beyond the second
grade . . . we shall degenerate to the
level of the Slav and Latin races ...
pauperism, crime, sex offences, and
dependency . . . guided by a mind
scarcely superior to the ox ...
We must protect ourselves against
the degenerate horde . . . We must
7

view the immigration problem from a
new angle . . . We must apply ourselves to the task with the new
weapons of science . . . it is now as
easy to calculate one's mental equipment as easy as it is to measure his
height and weight. The examination
of over 2,000,000 [Army] recruits has
tested and verified this standard . . .
this new method . . . will enable us to
select those who are worthy and reject
those who are worthless ...

(A. Sweeney: Hearings before
the US House of Representatives,
(January 1923), quoted in
Kamin, The Science and Politics
oflQ, 1977)
under the pretext of an operation for
app·endicitis and rupture. Doris Buck
who would hardly be considered mental I~
abnormal by today 's standards, finally
Such eugenic fantasies also found
expression in the sterilisation laws which
were passed by over 30 American states,
beginning with Indiana in 1907. Convinced that a whole range of defective
and criminal trait; were genetical ly
transmitted, these laws provided for the
compulsory sterilisation of cr iminals,
idiots,
imbeciles, epileptics, rapists,
lunatics,
drunkards,
drug
fiends,
syphiltics, moral and sexual perverts,
and 'diseased and degenerate persons'.
Although these laws were not always
enforced, they were by no means mere
decorative statutes either.
In Virginia alone, over 7500 persons
were sterilised between 1924 and 1972.
The victims included "feeble minded"
patients in mental institutions, and those
"antisocial"
"unwed
considered
mothers, prostitutes, petty criminals, and
children with disciplinary problems" .
(Washington Post, 23 Feb. 1980, quoted
in Stephen J. Gould , The Mismeasure of
Man) In the epi logue of this same qook,
Steve Gould records a poignant and
outrageous case of one Doris Buck , who
in 1928 was "diagnosed" on the basis of
10 scores as an imbecile, and steri lised
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Equality, .•. has c·o me to
mean equality .of opportunity,
not equality of ability,
or of wealth.

discovered in 1979 the true reason for her
sterility, after spending an adult life
trying desperately to conceive a child.

.

Biological Determinism and
Meritocratic Ideology

desegregation
programs for socially
disadvantaged ghetto children were a
waste of public money, since IQ was
highly
heritable and
compensatory
education programs such as these could
nqt improve IQ and school performance
significantly. This last point is an
especially seductive argument in recessionary times, when drastic cutbacks \n
social expenditures are being justified by
appeal to all kinds of self-serving rhetoric.
It is in this context then that investiga·
tion of the biological basis of human
mental abilities takes on enormous social
significance. Likewise, it would also be
naive to expect that scientific debate on
this issue would be completely free of
ideological predilection and partisanship.
In their forthcoming book Not In Our

The existence of glaring social
inequalities
in
most
contemporary
societies, where it is not explained away
as expressions of a divine will or some
such fatalistic design, inevitably raises
questions about the origins of these
disparities, and reasons for their persis·
tence. In a society ostensibly committed
to m_e ritocratic ideals, the social order
derives legitimacy from the belief that
individuals gravitate to their respective
social stations in aq::ordance with their
individual abi I ities. If furthermore these
abilities had developed in an environment
of free competition and equal oppor·
tunity, then the social hierarchy that
results
would
reflect
biologically
determined differences in innate abilities ,
rather than advantages arising from
family background and social circumstance, ethnicity, or gender. It is
undoubtedly true that socially progressive
measures such as free, universal primary
education, textbook loan schemes, school
feeding programs and the like, go some
way
towards
reducing
structural
inequalities in access to education. (Even
so, sociologist Jeffrey Blum discusses in
his book Pseudoscience and Mental
Ability the unequal treatment of children
in the classroom itself. He argues that the
schooling system, rather than being an
agency for equalizing of educational
opportunity, often acts as an institution
which actively shapes and expands on
differences between students.) But in any
case, nobody seriously believes that the
children of the rich are competing on an
equal footing with the children of the
poor. If however it can be demonstrated
that the qua I ities making for success in
society (allegedly mental abilities) are
largely innate, and indeed hereditary,
then the tendency for social hierarchies
to be reproduced over generations is to
be expected. Furthermore, it would mean
that efforts at bringing about genuine
equality of opportunity would not only
be naive, but would also be an expensive
way to learn that the bulk of social
disparity is biologically determined, and
hence not very amenable to social intervention. So for instance Prof. AR. Jensen
a~ued in his famous 1969 article (How

Much Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic

l
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Achievement?) that school bussing and

Genes: biology, ideology and human
nature (Penguin 1984), Lewontin, Rose,

and Kamin describe the social and
historical milieu for the emergenceof biological determinist ideas. They
locate its origins in the dilemma
between a bourgeois-democratic ideology,
which espouses liberty and equality, and
the social reality of a persistently unequal
and class-stratified society. In such
societies , 'it is a primary object of those
who possess power ... to disarm those
who would struggle against them, by
convi ~ ing them of the legitimacy and
inevitability of the reigning social
organisation. If what exists is right, then
one ought not to oppose it, and if it is
inevitable,
one
cannot successfully
oppose it'. In this view, the emergence of
meritocratic ideology is seen as a
necessary evolt,Jtion from the earlier,
abstract rhetoric of human equality, such
as was embodied in the slogans inspiring
(Liberty,
the
French
Revolution
Equality, Fraternity!), and the American
War of Independence (. . . all men are
created equal ... ). Equality, in mature
bourgeois societies, has come to mean
equality of opportunity, not equality of

ability, or of wealth
By invoking
biological
determinist
ideas,
social
inequality is explained as the result of the
unequal endowment of innate abilities.
And this being the case, we are asked to
conclude that nothing much can be done
about such
biologically determined
disparities.
Noam Chomsky, the well known
linguist and social critic, emphatically
disagrees with this conclusion . Whether
differences in individual ability are largely
innate or environmental in origin, it does
not logically and necessarily follow that
such a society would be ridden with
social inequality. This is essentially a
question of the prevai Ii ng social values, of
the existing social system , and is not an
unavoidable consequence of unequal
abilities. In particular, Chomsky is critical
of
Harvard
psychologist
Richard
Herrnstein, who argues that social
inequality is a necessary consequence of a
tendency towards a hereditary merito·
cracy . (Herrnstein firmly believes that
mental abilities are inherited, and also
crucial to social and professional success,
and that social and professional success
must be rewarded with wealth and power
for society to function .) Chomsky
disputes the assumption that individuals
are necessarily motivated by material
reward in their choice of vocation,
beyond attain ing a certain level of
material comfort. Wealth and power in
contemporary society, he contends, is not
distributed strictly in accordance with
mental abi I ities. Indeed, he suggests that
the qua I ities that make for 'success' today
would just as likely include unsavoury
characteristics like ruthlessness, cunning ,
avariciousness, subservience to authority,
sycophancy, and lack of principle. In
summary, social inequality is not to be
explained in terms of a hereditary meritocracy, and the argument that such
disparity is necessary to bring out the
best in human potential, is a thinlyveiled apology on behalf of the existing
unequal situation.

Some Concluding
Science, Ideology,
Culture

Remarks on
and Political

The preceding discussion was intended
as an attempt at a social analysis, or
interpretation, of the IQ controvefsy.
By locating it in its social context, it was
hoped that the social and historical
circumstances mediating what appears

•.. social inequality is not to
be explained in terms of a
hereditary meritocracy,
8

DEMOCRACY
Democracy in Malaysia:
Greater M
Control
in the
Eighties
alaysian democracy is controlled democracy. While
we have some of the feaures of a real democracy like
periodic elections and opposition
political parties there are at the
same time a whole variety of
very authoritarian laws at the
command of an increasingly powerful executive which is not accountable to anyone. To make matters
worse, the media is tightly con- .
trolled and there are serious curbs
upon political involvement. It is
also obvious that dissent on fundamentals does not enjoy any
legitimacy.

.

continued from page 8
to be a strictly scientific controversy
could be better appreciated. In contemthat claim some
porary
socIetIes
semblance to a I iberal democracy, social
policies (especially when they are controversial} need to be framed in a manner
which comes to terms with the prevailing
ideological climate. To the extent that

Munshi Ahmeri - Asiaweek

... the scientific debate in Singapore over the
IQ issue, expresses a highly technocratic
approach to government and social administration.

.

Would this controlled democracy
cont inue to exist in the eighties? It would
- except that there will be even more
severe restrictions. The media and various
social groups will be further controlled so
that there will not be the slightest whiff
of a cha llenge to the ruling Barisan
Nasional and particularly UMNO.
Greater curbs are possible for a
number of reasons.
a. The government is pursuing a type of
development and industrialization that
tends to concentrate wealth and power
in the hands of small groups. It necessitates greater and greater economic
and technological control of the
majority. This is what explains the
continued on page 10

... the political culture in this
country may be described as
demagogic and obscurantist
this embraces a scientific-rationalist
ethos, there will be frequent struggle, in
social controversy, for the mantle of
scientific legitimacy as the contending
parties attempt to enlist SCIENCE in the
ideological defence of their respective
posItIons. As a commentary on the
evolution of science, it presents a challenge to the conventional notion of
science as disinterested pursuit of knowledge, because it raises serious questions
as to how well insulated scientific
practitioners are from pervasive social
pressures (quite apart from the influence
of the ideological ambience and the
scientist's own philosophical worldview).
This is not to suggest that much of social
research arid scholarship is pal itical ly
motivated apologia on behalf of their
respective sponsors. But insofar as certain
scholarly perspectives are compatible
with the worldviews and interests of
influential groups, it sets the stage for
a scientific inquiry, and a representation
of social reality which results from quite
selective and oftentimes very disproportionate efforts to investigate aspects
of the totality of truth; at times too, it
undeniably does degenerate into vulgar
apology.
Corresponding to the pervasiveness of
a scientific-rationalist ethos then, the
political culture of a society may be
9

characterised by a greater or lesser degree
of rationalism in public debate. Sad to
say for Malaysia, the political culture in
this country may be fairly described as
largely demagogic and obscurantist in
character. The frequent appeals to the
most backward sentiments and preju dices, coupled with an utter lack of
regard for liberal del)1ocratic principles
does not speak well for the level of
political development in this country.
When it is not grossly insulting to the
intelligence of the voting c1tIzenry,
the farcical exercises that we go through
ever so often redeem themselves only
insofar as they lend colour to an otherwise depressing political landscape.
On the other hand, the 'scientific'
tenor or debate in Singapore over the
10 issue does not suggest a better track
record as a liberal democracy. It expresses
not so much a commitment to liberal
rational ism as the carry-over effects into
political culture of a highly technocratic
approach to government and social
administration. In the year 1984, the year
of Orwell, Big Brother is alive and well
and in Singapore. •
(This article draws heavily upon material
which has appeared as an editorial preface
in Designer Genes - IQ, Ideology & Biology
ed H . L. Chee and C.K. Chan, lnsan, Kuala
Lumpur, 1984).
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authoritarianism of countries which
have adopted a similar developmental
pattern like South Korea, Taiwan and
Singapore.
b. The economic decline is bound to
result in slower mobility, fewer jobs,
less subsidies. There is already less
revenue and the government is cutting
back on public expenditure. All this
is beginning to affect the lives of our
people, including those at the 'lowermiddle-class' and 'middle-middle-class'
levels. As these clerks, teachers, and
nurses begin to express their dissatiswill
faction,
the
government
undoubtedly react with more severe
curbs.
c. The growing power of the Malay
middle-class which will reach a high
peak in the late eighties and which
will therefore lead to an even more
dominant state since the state is
largely a reflection of the interests of
the Malay middle-class. As the political
and economic interests of the Malay
middle-class become more pervasive
the power of the state will also
become more ubiquitous.. For the
state will be using its overwhelming
authority to secure the ambitions
and desires of this class. Anything
that stands in its way wil I be regarded
as an obstacle to national goals and
demolished or destroyed.
d. However, as the Malay middle-class
expands, so will cliques and factions
become more widespread both in
business and politics. It is quite
possible that there will be intense
competition for wealth and power
among these cliques and factions.
Given the connection between the
Malay middle-class and the State, the
national leadership is bound to be
involved in these tussles. If they affect
the p'o sition of the leadership itself,
it could get quite repressive in order
to ensure its continued dominance.
e. Outside the 'establishment' Malay
middle-class there is a- rapidly developing 'Islamic' middle-class supported
by a significant segment of the Malay
working-class. This Islamic middleclass has a different vision of society.
It wants to transform the social order
in the direction of 'an Islamic state'.
Its aspirations are antithetical to the
interests of the establishment. The
state tries to resolve the cha I lenge
through cooption and coercion. It
is when coercion takes place, that
even more authoritarian laws are
formulated.
f . The Islamic cha I lenge, the State's
policy of lslamisation, the power of
the Malay middle-class, the perpetuation of ethnic dichotomies in almost
every sphere of society and the Ii ke
~
have created a feeling of 91ienation
among a lot of non-Malays. This could
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There is even a suggestion of
arrogance, of contempt in their
attitude towards critics and criticism.
result eventually in the erosion of the
electoral strength of the Barisan
Nasional, specifically its non-Malay
component. In order to arrest this
erosion, the government may clamp
down harshly on dissent in general.
g. Finally, in Malaysia, as in many other
countries, the type of leaders that
emerge is also linked to the question
of whether there will be more curbs
or not upon democratic articulation
and action. Some of our present
national leaders seem to be far less
tolerant of opposing views than their
predecessors. There appears to be an
unwillingness
to
consider
other
perspectives on many social issues.
There is even a suggestion of arrogance, of contempt in their attitude
towards critics and criticism. Such
an attitude could
easily breed
authoritarianism .

ment totally since it enjoys so much
psychological legitimacy among the
Muslims.
By the same token, the increase in
non-Malay grievances in the last few
years has created a more critical attitude
among them towards various state
policies even if they are not directly
connected to ethnicity. It is quite conoeivable that this attitude will become
more pronounced in the future as a 11€W
generation of non-Malays fluent in Bahasa
Malaysia and deeply rooted in the local
experience, assume positions of i mportance in society.
Apart from all these reasons which
wi 11 perhaps prevent the power-holders
from establishing a crippling hold, it must
also be acknowledged that the government itself may not want to curb democratic institutions and practices beyond a
certain point. For it is always better from

!!

~

Assif Shameen - Asiaw&tik

... the

increase in non-Malay grievences has created a more critical attitude towards various
State policies which may not be connected with ethnicity.

However, authoritarianism may not
hav~ n easy passage. Some of the circumstances which could result in more severe
controls are the very situations that could
also bring about a greater consciousness
of the importance of freedom. For
instance, the economic decline could
persuade groups and individuals to
evaluate more critically present economic
pal icies and the performance of the
government. This is possible for elements
within the middle class - as we have
shown - are also quite likely to be
affected by the economic decline.
Similarly, contending cliques means
there will not be a single, monolithic
centre of power that can do what it
wants. This balance of power among
al lows others outside the
cliques
establishment to exercise some freedom
since no one in power is so strong as to
be able to crush dissent immediately.
Likewise, the presence of an Islamic
movement - whatever its other weaknesses - compels the state to tolerate a
degree of dissent partly because it would
be dangerous to destroy an Islamic move· 10

the point of view of its public image to
keep democracy going even if it is just a
matter of symbols, shorn of substance.
Besides, it is unlikely that the Barisan will
lose its comfortable majority in the next
general election, though its overwhelming
dominance is bound to be curtailed.
What all this means is that there will
still be some freedom and some scope for
dissent in the next few years. It is important that our people use these Ii mited
opportunities with wisdom and maturity.
For reckless action on the part of the
dissidents may provide an excuse to theleaders to impose tighter control upon
democratic freedoms .
This is why those of us who cherish
freedom - whatever our ideological
differences - should come together to
defend freedom. Even the act of coming
together may serve to check the current
erosion of democratic rights. •

(A summary of a speech by Dr. Chandra
Muzaffar to a gathering of community orgaqisations in Penang in October, 1983.)

ajallah Bahasa:
Permohonan Aliran Ditolak!
Berikut ialah kenyataan akhbar yang dikeluarkan oleh ALI RAN berkaitan dengan
penolakan permohonan kami untuk menerbitkan majallah dalam Bahasa Malaysia .
Terjemahannya dalam Bahasa lnggeris disiarkan juga ... Pengarang

D

engan penuh kekecewaan Aliran
mengumumkan bahawa Kementerian
Dalam Negeri (KON) tefah menolak
permohonan kami untuk menerbitkan
majallah bulanan dalam Bahasa Malaysia
yang berjodol Seruan A Jiran. Penolakan
ini terkandung dalam sepucuk surat dari
Kementerian tersebut pada 17hb Mac
1984. KON tidak memberi sebarang
sebab atas penolakannya.
Aliran membuat permohonan untuk
majallah Bahasa Malaysianya pada 13hb
November 1983. Biasanya, bakal pengarang sesuatu majallah yang telah menyerahkan permohonannya diundang menghadhiri temuduga dengan pegawai-pegawai
kerajaan tertentu sebel um keputusan dicapai. Tetapi pada kali ini, bakal pengarang Seruan Aliran, saudara Yusuf
Ahmad Shariff merangkap ahli Jawatankuasa Aliran tidak ditemudugakan- oleh
pihak berkenaan.
Aliran menganggap penafian permit
penerbitan ini sebagai satu tindakan yang
kurang adil. Majallah-majallah dalam
Bahasa Malaysia yang serius yang membincang persoalan-persoalan semasa dan
mengkaji konsep-konsep tentang pembangunan, hak asasi manusia dan perpaduan rakyat secara mendalam adalah
berkurangan sama sekal i. Kita memerlukan majallah-majallah sedemikian rupa
kerana masyarakat Malaysia dewasa ini
lebih
sedar tentang
perkembanganperkembangan sosial dan akibat-akibatnya terhadap kehidupan mereka.
Dalam menyedarkan masyarakat dan
menambahkan pengetahuan orangramai,
Aliran setakat ini telah memain peranan
posit if lebih-lebih lagi kerana Al iran
tidak menyebelahi mana-mana pihak dan
sanggup menyuarakan pandangan-pandangannya secara bebas dan berani. Disamping itu kami menentukan bahawa
hujjah-hujjah kami berdasarkan faktafakta dan disampaikan secara rasional
dan matang.
Adalah sedih bahawa golongan. yang
bebas, yang tidak dogmatis, yang menegakkan prinsip-prinsip perlembagaan ju~a
disekat daripada mengadakan komunikasi

Sekatan ini bererti bahawa Aliran tidak dapat
menyampaikan idea-ldeanya kepada
sebahaglan besar darlpada rakyat Malaysia
tertamanya golongan muda yang lebih faslh
dalam Jlahasa Malaysia darlpada
Bahasa lnggerls.
yang bermakna dengan pembaca-pembaca

Bahasa Malaysia . Sekatan ini bererti
bahawa Aliran tidak dapat menyampaikan idea-ideanya kepada sebahag ian besar
daripada rakyat Malaysia - terutamanya
golongan muda yang lebih fasih dalam
Bahasa Malaysia daripada Bahasa lnggeris.
Bagi Aliran sekatan ini merupakan satu
tamparan kerana akhbar-akhbar Bahasa
Malaysia jarang sekali menyiarkan kenyataan-kenyataan akhbar kami _ Dari satu
segi yang lain, sekatan ini boleh disifatkan sebagai satu kerugian kepada pembangunan , intelektual masyarakat kita melalui Bahasa Malaysia.
Apakah penafian permit Bahasa Malaysia ini bermakna bahawa kerajaan kita
tidak mahu menggalakkan penerbitanpenerbitan yang serius dalam Bahasa
Kebangsaan kita? Apakah ini bermakna
bahawa kerajaan kita kurang senang
dengan pendapat-pendapat yang berbeza
terutamanya dalam Bahasa Malaysia?

Apakah penafian permit Bahasa Malaysia ini
bermakna bahawa kerajaan kita tldak mahu
menggalakkan penerbitan-penerbitan yang
serius dalam Bahasa Kebangsaan klta?
Apakah penolakan permohonan Aliran
untuk menerbitkan majallah dalam Bahasa
Malaysia bermakna bahawa kerajaan ingin
mengekalkan monopoli pemikirannya dikalangan rakyat jelata? Apakah kerajaan
kita sedar bahawa dengan mengawal ideaidea yang rasional dan progresif sepertimana diwakili oleh Aliran dan badanbadan yang lain, pemikiran yang sempit
dao dangkal dikalangan pemuda-mudi
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kita akan merebak dengan lebih mudah?
Aliran telah merayu ke Bawah Duli
Yang Maha Mulia Seri Paduka Baginda
Yang DiPertuan Agung untuk menimbang semula penolakan permohonan
kami. Rayuan ini dihantar pada 14hb
April 1984 di bawah Akta Mesin Cetak,
1948 yang masih berkuatkuasa.
Adalah diharapkan agar rayuan Aliran
akan berjaya .
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Bahasa Magazine:
Aliran's Application Rejected
Aliran regrets to inform the public
that the Ministry of Home Affairs has
rejected our application to publish a
monthly magazine in Bahasa Malaysia
called Seruan Aliran. The rejection
letter was dated 17th March 1984. No
reason was given for the rejection.
Aliran applied for a permit for a
Bahasa Malaysia magazine on the 13th
November 1983. Normally, the editordesignate of the magazine would be
interviewed by government officials
before a decision is ma<;Je. But this time
the editor-designate of Seruan Aliran,
Yusuf Ahmad Shariff who is also an
Exco member, was not interviewed at all.
Ali ran regards the denial of the permit
as an unjust act . There are very few
serious magazines in Bahasa Malaysia
which discuss current affairs and analyse
issues related to development, human
rights and national unity. We need such
magazines because the Malaysian public is
becoming more aware of social developments and their impact upon people.
In raising social consciousness, Aliran

has played a positive role. Since Aliran is
not aligned t o anyone, we have presented
our views in a courageous manner. We
have always ensured that our arguments
are based upon facts and reflect rationality and maturity .
It is a pity that a group with such a
responsible attitude is denied the opportunity to establish a regular communication line with the Bahasa Malaysia speaking population. Besides, Aliran has
never failed to uphold the principles of
the Constitution. The denial of a Bahasa
permit means that an independent group
that abides by the constitution is now
hampered from transmitting its ideas to
a huge segment of Malaysian society especially to our youths who are more
fluent in Bahasa Malaysia than in English.
This curb upon communication with the
Bahasa audience is a severe setback to
Aliran particularly since Bahasa newspapers seldom carry our press statements.
In a larger sense, it is also a setback to
the intellectual development of Malaysian
society through writings in the national

Aliran Diary

had a video-screening on the 30th April
about textile workers and their plight
called "Shirt Off Your Back".
The Penang Study-Club had a small
audience at the screening of a short film
on Malcolm X on the 5th March. There
was a session to consider 'Politics and
Administration in an Alternative Society'
on tt'f!l 29th March. Compared to the
two earlier meetings, the 12th April
discussion on "Critique of Socialism"
evoked a lot of interest among members.
On the 3rd May, a group discussion on
recent political developments in the
country with particular reference to the
Barisan parties was held. Participation of
members was keen and many significant
observations were made of our present
political system. The Penang Study-Club
has shown two short films on the
'Temiars' and 'Land Dayaks' respectively
on the 17the May. The discussion was
lively.

,ForJustice,
Freedom,

Solidarity.

-Under the Internal Education programme on 12th March 1984, the Kuala
Lumpur Study-Club held a successful
discussion following a talk on 'Islam and
Social Change' by a University of Malaya
lecturer. On the 26th March, it organised
artother successful discussion based upon
a chapter from Peter Berger's book
Pyramids of Sacrifice entitled "Critique
of Socialism". The KL Study-Club also

On Friday, 13th April, a getting-to~now-you dinner was organised for the
general public in Alor Setar by the
Fraternity Bureau. Though the organisation was not very satisfactory, the
audience was quite attentive of our
President's address and asked many
perceptive questions.

language.
Does this denial of a Bahasa permit
mean that the Government does not want
to encourage serious thinking through
our national language? Does it mean that
our government does not feel comfortable about views on public issues which
are different from its own especially if
they are conveyed in Bahasa Malaysia.
Does it mean that the government wants
to maintain total 'thought control' over
the people? Does the government realize
that by preventing rational and progressive ideas from reaching the people, it
is in fact encouraging the growth of
narrow, superficial thinking especially
among our youths?
Aliran has appealed to His Majesty
the Yang diPertuan Agung to reconsider
the rejection of our application for a
permit to publish a Bahasa magazine.
The appeal was sent to His Majesty on
the 14th of April 1984 under the Printing
Presses Act 1948 which is still in force.
It is our hope that our appeal will
succeed.•
In early March, the editor-designate of
our Bahasa Malaysia journal was informed
by the Publications Division, Ministry of
Home Affairs that our application for a
KON had been rejected. A Press Conference was held to publicise the fact.
Pursuant to provisions of the existing
Printing Presses Act, the Editor has
appealled to the Yang di Pertuan Agung
for a reconsideration of our application.
Undeterred by this small setback, we
continue to organise various activities.
Apart from the Internal Education,
Fraternity and English Monthly bureaus,
the Book Publications, Seminars and
Alternative Culture bureaus are al I busy
trying to implement their programmes
for the year. The Documentation and
Library bureau is also working hard
classifying various materials and getting
the Aliran library into shape.
In the meantime, Ali ran President and
other members have been giving talks to
various groups ranging from students and
trade unionists to religious and community leaders. The las_t 3 months have
been particularly busy months.
Finally, in the last quarter 4 new
members joined Aliran bringing the total
membership to 102 as at 31 May 1984. •

Gan Teik Chee

Assistant Secretary
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Letters

Aliran President's Call for
'Alternative'

We welcome letters from readers. These letters may be edited for purposes of space and
clarity. The views expressed may not be those of the Aliran Monthly. Pseudonyms are
accepted but all letters should include the writer's name and address.
Letters should be addressed to Editor, Aliran Monthly, P.O. Box 1049, Penang, Malaysia.

The Population Proposal
The stated objective of the MidTerm Review to boost the national
population to ultimately 70 million
is a very serious proposal. Malaysia at
present has 14.8 million and to reach
to 70 million, it means the population
will be increased by 370 per cent within
the time framework of about 120 years.
It means the ratio of working population
to that of non-working (unprodu ctive)
population has to be perpetually decreased in years to come, because most
families have to produce several children
(say, 5 or 6) and to marry early in order
for the government to attain their
ultimate desired population.
According to demographers the declining growth rate in population in
Malaysia is quite normal at our stage of
economic and social development. Since
the 1950's we have been at a stage when
the death rate is already low, owing to
improved medical facilities . As our
nation becomes more affluent, as the
pace of industrial development accelerates and as the rate of urbani zation
increases, the birth rate also decreases.
Does the declining rate of population
perturb us?
Certainly not. At present growth rate
(approximately 2.5% per annum), we
rank quite low when compared to other
Less Developed Countries ( LDC), but
when we compare ourselves to the more
developed Countries like Canada, Switzerland, Japan and even Singapore we are
far ahead of them .
Even at the present rate, we could
double our population in 35-40 years.
That means in 35-40 years time, from
having one mouth to feed, we will have
two mouths to feed . The acceleration
envisaged by the government under the
Mid-Term Review requires that we
quadruple our population in the same
period. That is, from having one mouth
to feed, we have to feed 4 mouths or·
more. For a developing country like us,
this is nothing less than a suicide attempt.
Our economy must conserve scarce
economic resources and invest them in
productive projects such as infrastructual
facilities to enhance our ability to produce more goods-and services. Being a
developing country, our ability to save is
limited and we have resorted to both

internal and external borrowing. There
is, however, a limit to the amount we can
borrow from outside as countries like
Mexico, Phillipines, Argentina, Brazil and
Poland have vividly demonstrated .
An accelerated population expansion
will definitely require us to build more
schools, hospitals, clinics, and other basic
social amenities. Because we have finite
and not unlimited resources, more expenditure on one area certainly means less
money on others and this on its own may
even cripple our industrialization programme. · Even now, our hospitals and
schools are overcrowded, understaffed
and poorly equipped.
..,,
Having a small population in a relatively small nation is not necessarily a
liability, especially if the people are
properly trained and have the capacity
to absorb the goods and services that
the nation produces. Malaysians should
be proud that we have so much still
untapped resources for ourselves and for
future generations to come.
Countries like India, Bangladesh,
Pakistan and our Asean neighbours like
Indonesia, Thailand and even Phillipines have a greater population than
us. Are they in any way economically
better off than us? Whereas countries
like Australia, New Zealand and Canada,
which have relatively far smaller population than us are many times better off
in per capita terms.
Philip Wong

Sibu, Sarawak

•
Respecting Each Other
As we are living in a multi-religious
and multi-racial society, we have to learn
to respect other religions and races. We
also have to learn to love one another as
sisters and brothers and not to criticise
one another but human nature is such
that we have made criticising other
communities into a habit.
In praying to different Gods, we come
to the same principle that loving and
respecting are the teachings of God
because we are all His children .
Maureen Toh
Kuala Lumpur
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Please allow me to· congratulate you/
whole-heartedly on your "Call for Alternative Social Order" as reported in Th'e
Star, Saturday 14, April. Your speech is
truly thought-provoking and timely . It
would do well for leaders of various
religious groups in this country to ponder
over this issue which is becoming a social
challenge to us all .
We must from now on overlook the
minor and unimportant differences and
start to concentrate on the vast areas of
common ideals and intrinsic values as
preached and practised by the founders
· of our great religions. Let leaders of all
faiths come together, deliberate on this
issue, and devise a comprehensive plan
whereby the people, especially the young,
are taught to appreciate common ideals
and values found in all religions.
In the implementation of the plan we
must avoid all references, direct or
otherwise, to the differing practices of
any particular faith . It must be remembered always that what we intend to
inculcate are basic values and ultimately
to demonstrate that our actions guided
by these values will result in true joy and
happiness.
S. Nagara

•

I poh . Perak .

Commendation
Do accept my commendation on your
beliefs and your perseverance in bringing
out such a publication which is badly
needed in this country.
I am also keen to join your study-club
in Kuala Lumpur but am in t he dark
about its membership. Is it open to all
or to a selected few only?
George

Dear George,
The Aliran study-club organises two
types of activities. One, it holds discussions among members and two, it has
lectures to which the public can be
invited. Since you are not a member,
you'I I be able to attend the lecture series.
Do get in touch with Tong Veng Wye
(Tel. 752569 - after office hours) for
details.
As far as membership is concerned
it is open to any Malaysian. Aliran is not
an exclusive organisation. We have members from all walks of life. However, an
intending member has to subscribe to
Aliran's 10 Basic Beliefs which are
contained in a little ·booklet called
Basic Beliefs. Veng Wye will be able to
discuss this further with you.
Editor
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Letters
Something in common

I see some Malaysian flavour in these
two American jokes they are telling in
Poland. I hope Aliran can publish them ·in
your Monthly.

Mique

Penang.
What do you call the system in which America_n •
Small Businesses are being squeezed out by high

taxes. oppressive loan interest rates and the

price-cutting power of the huge conglomerates?

SENJA KUALA LUMPUR
Kudengar nyanyian dari kuala
Meninggalkan senja
Kupandang warna tembaga
Merah delima warna langitmu
Lumpur sepi dalam sunyi
Nyanyian tanah Melayu
Ratapan anak semua bangsa
Senja Kuala Lumpur dalam pelangi
Di Pelabuhan dermaga
Menanti dan menunggumu
Sepanjang jalan bandar
Angin laut dendang nelayan
Seperti harapan dan cinta
Bersatu kita berdua
Di Bandar Kuala Lumpur
Berkata kita, hampa dan cinta .

Soeparwan G. Parikei.it

UMNO & DEMOCRACY

"Do not hold general elections
they disrupt national unity!"
Very often we read of UMNO leaders saying that there is democracy
within the party. But one is confused as to when this is practised. 1984 is an
important year for UMNO as the party's Supreme Council elections are
scheduled to be held towards the end of May. This means that all the top
posts are open to contest. But we hear of calls being made by some leaders
asking that certain top positions should not"te contested. This call is being
made, we are told, in the name of party unity.
I find it difficult to understand that only certain positions in UMNO
could create friction and disunity if contested whereas it is assumed that
other posts do not have this effect and could therefore be contested without
any repercussion. But isn't it true that whatever the posts contested there is
bound to be groups for and against certain candidates. This is the general
trend and this is how democratic elections take place. Our leaders need to
understand this simple truth.
H is true that the call not to have a contest for certain posts is made
by a small number of UMNO leaders. But the point is the vast majority of
UMNO leaders allow this call to be made! This is what is amazing. In the
name of democracy they should oppose such calls and not remain neutral or
passive. It is their duty to point out to the minority making such calls that
they don't understand democracy at all and that such calls should never have
been made in the first place. Otherwise it will be misconstrued to mean that
they also condone such undemocratic views.
But what is far more dangerous is that if such views are not opposed
this minority may be encouraged to extend their views to the general
elections as well. Wouldn't they say some day, "Do not hold general elections
- they disrupt national unity!"

DEMOCRAT
Penang
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"WHERE THE
PRESS IS FREE
AND EVERY MAN
ABLE TO READ
ALL
IS SAFE:· '
THOMAS JEFFERSON
WJSlRAl10NS 8'f WNJ.Y NEIIART

Opinion Poll
This column will appear once in 3 months and will contain
views and opinions from the general public on an issue of great social
importance.
As stated in the May issue of our Monthly, this time we have
invited the public to speak up on:-

Privatization
Nowadays it is rather difficult to
understand the government's "policies". I
don't quite know the government's view
on privati zation. The government keeps
on coming out with new things. -I think
the Prime Minister is often thinking aloud
and then the government studies the
"policies" announced . This unfortunately
makes a mockery of policy making. For
example,
recently
the
government
announced its "policy" about a population of 70 million. Has the government
done any clear thinking on this matter?
If privatization means passing public
sector agencies to the private sector,
especially big business companies, then it
is bad. Businessmen are concerned with
maximizing profit, but what will happen
to workers? We should remember that
social factors are as important as
economic factors and the former
concerns the welfare of workers. If
colleges and universities are privatized,
then this will benefit the rich more
because they can pay more. Similarly, if
the railway service is privatized, the fares
may increase, and this will be to the
disadvantage of the poor.
If the government is impressed with
the efficiency of the private sector, then
it should inject the positive aspects of the
private sector into the public sector. For
example, the receptionists in private firms
smile to customers/clients and greet
them . Why can't the receptionists in
government offices do the same?
The inefficiency of government service
is partly due to the attitude of civil
servants. Some of them are arrogant,
others respect only those who wear bush
jackets, and most have the tidak apa
attitude. A PWD truck driver, for
example, may think that the truck and
the things it carries do not belong to
anybody, they are "kerajaan punya". So
he assumes that it · is not that wrong to
sell one or two items to pocket some
money, and it is tidak apa, if the truck is
knocked a bit here and there!
Generally the management system is
better in the private sector. There is
better supervision too. In the government
service, neither the leadership nor the

superv1s1on is good . Another problem is
that the government service is too bureaucratic. There is too much concentration
of power in the Malaysian Civil Service.
For example, the PTO (Perkhidmatan
Tadbir dan Diplomatic) officers generally
take only a few years to be promoted,
but a school teacher takes as long as
eleven years or more to be promoted to
the Senior Time Scale. Furthermore, I am
not sure we need to send so many officers
overseas to attend courses which are
available in local universities. In fact,
some officers who go overseas to do M.A.
actually do more "MakanAngin".
Handing the public sector to the
private sector will mean making our
economic system highly capitalist. I am
for introducing the positive aspects of
the management system in the private
sector into the public sector. But there
should be no privatization as such.

...

contractors to fix wires etc.
Now what other areas (of Telekoms)
need to be privatized? Repairing brokendown lines?
If telekoms is to be fully privatized,
how many firms should take over? If
many firms take over, there may be
duplication of functions and even delayed
services in some cases. For example, there
may be a problem in deciding which firm
should actually be responsible for
repairing a broken-down line. When one
firm says that it is another firm's responsibility, services will be delayed .
However, if only one firm takes over,
there will be a monopoly and this is bad
too.
There are of course some advantages
in privatization too . It is not so easy to
dismiss workers in the private sector
compared to the public sector. In conclusion, I feel that the government has not
explained fully its plan on privatization .

Adnan bin Hj. Mohd. Nawang,

•

a History Lecturer, University of Malaya

The government has so far not
explained in detail what this actually
means. Is the aim purely to increase
efficiency or is it to achieve the NEP
targets? There is no attempt on the part
of the government to discuss the question
of privatization with groups and organizations outside the government.
Privatization of existing public services
will still mean "the same people" working
(i.e. the present employees can't be
dismissed) . How can efficiency be better
if the same people are working, now
under private management?
I don't think it is necessary to have
privatization
in order to improve
efficiency. Look at Singapore, no doubt
it is a small country and therefore easier
to manage, but their public services are
efficient. Their heads of departments
have leadership quality.
If we take the case of 'Telekoms', I
don't see why we need to privatize the
whole 'telekoms'. If privatization means
handing over some of the services to the
private sector, Telekoms has already done
that all the while e.g., there are approved
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V. Palani,

President, Kesatuan Kakitangan Am,
Universiti Malaya

•

We are told that Privatization will
effect better and more efficient services.
If this be true what has happened to the
Government's slogan 'Bersih, Cekap dan
Amanah'? Is our Government admitting
to the fact that it can no longer provide
efficient services hence it is turning over
the bulk of its responsibilities to the
private sector? If any of the essential
services are lacking, it is the Government's duty to re-vamp them. These
services should make a profit since
EVERYONE uses them. If they are
losing
it is incumbent upon the
Government to look deeply into their
management.
We, citizens of this country, not only
hope that our Government will provide
us with these basic necessities, we
EXPECT it to do so as any caring and
trustworthy Government would .
A Lecturer

at the Teachers Training College,
Kuala Lumpur
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Opinion Poll: Privatization
I think it is a jolly good idea . Privatization should bring about efficiency and
increased productivity .
But aren't we privati zing the wrong
things? I think we should privatize the
Cabinet. Isn't the Cabinet responsible for
most of the problems we are facing
today? Whose policy decisions have
landed us in this mess?
Shouldn't we have a right to expect
better performance from the Cabinet?
Aren't we paying them extremely w ell?
Look at all the fringe benefits they
enjoy!
If the assumption is once you privatize
everything will be 0 . K. shouldn't we then
privati zing
the
seriously
consider
Cabinet? Only then will we have the right
people heading the right portfolios. Only
then perhaps you will have a medical man
heading the Ministry of Health . Only then
you will have a military man heading the
Ministry of Defence: Only then you will
have ministers staying in their offices
doing the job that they are paid to do
rather than touring the country during
a party election year drumming up
support for themselves to get elected!
By al I means privatize - but not
the services please!

•

C.H.Chan,

a clerk in the private sector

Its mainly a political slogan like the 70
million population. I have written letters
to the Housing Ministry and the Municipality (Dewan Bandaraya) to inquire
about its privatization policy - whether
it applies to the building of houses and
also to the quotas to be set (racial mix
and low cost to medium cost housing) .
I think it will benefit some Bumiputras,
e.g. the 4 companies given the telekoms
contract recently (without tenders) .
Consumers will also suffer - in the case
of parking lot privatization. Private
companies tend to collect fees even late
into the night whereas previously
Municipal workers stopped collecting at
around 4 p.m.

A Lecturer

in Urbanization, University of Malaya

•

The primary objective in privatising is
to reduce the government's financial
burden and to encourage greater private
investment. At the same time it is
believed that the objectives of the New
Economic Policy would be met. A number of fallacies, however, can be shown to
exist in the government's privatisation
e"(fort.
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For one, going private doesn't necesarily mean that there will be maximum
efficiency. This is so since the successful bidders for privatisation projects
tend to come from the companies with
strong political lobby . These may not
represent the most efficient companies
available.
Secondly, there is no indication at all
that privatisation will bring about greater
equity since, given the size of operation
of government agencies, only the larger
business concerns will be in a position to
participate. Thus, we will be on the road
to creating bigger corporations; and the
bigger they become, their lobbying
power becomes even greater. This,
coupled with the fact that most politicians are also successful businessmen
who may be holding interests in the
corporations, could result in government
policies (e.g. tax policies, pricing policies)
being dictated in their favour . This is all
the more serious in a country where there
is limited parliamentary opposition and a
controlled press.
Thirdly, the objectives of private
companies are usually 'micro' in nature,
that is they would be concerned only
with their own performance and interests,
and not those of the wider society. There
is no guarantee that whatever profits
made will be reinvested in the same
business or industry in the interest of
society. Instead, the owners, being
rational economic individuals, are more
Ii kely to invest their projects in other
ventures where the rates of return are
higher.
Therefore, privatisation, if uncontrolle~ may not be in the best interest
of the country unless we can ensure that
the participating companies are not
linked to politics and that the macro
rather than tlie micro objectives take
precedence.

Kuperan Viswanathan
Lecturer,
Universiti Pertanian.

•

Traditionally, the government provided
goods and services whereby (i) these
goods and services were 'public' in nature
or (ii) the provision of such goods and
services had important welfare implications.
Since a market does not exist for
'pub I ic goods', the privatization process
will mainly involve the provision of goods
and services which have welfare implications. The private sector may be more
efficient and productive, but nevertheless
it will still be profit oriented. Is it
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possible to reconcile the profit maximisation objective of the private sector with
the welfare considerations of the state,
especially with respect to the poorer
masses? I would think not .
Another important aspect is who
would stand to benefit from this process
of privatization. Naturally, it is only
those who have the necessary capital to
invest. Whether the poor wi 11 benefit
from privati zing is still very doubtful.

Charles Siaw

•

Undergraduate,
Serdang.

The primary objective in the establishment of a private organisation is to make
and maximise profits. Thus, privatization,
as proposed by the government, could be
seen in the same light; only this time, the
profits go to the people en masse.
Records of previous performances of
most government agencies showed heavy
monetary losses rather than gains.
Privatization of such agencies, therefore,
would not only lessen the government's
deficits but it would also enable the
government to channel the expenditure
into other more fruitful development
projects. Privatization of such agencies
would also increase both output and
efficiency; and ultimately, the gross
domestic product.
Needless to say, privatization, if
successful, would be a blessing to the
country and the people at al I levels. Thus,
the
government's
efforts
towards
privatization should be supported by all.
It needs to be added, however, that
the implementation of the privati zation
policy should be exercised with caution.
The people, en masse, must be made to
thoroughly understand the meaning, and
the consequences of privatization. They
must also be prepared both mentally and
physically for privatization.
Above all, the nation's leaders must be
'bersih, cekap dan amanah' in the
implementation of policies towards
privati zation . It takes only one leader to
be lax or greedy, and the rakyat will end
up having to pay more for the goods and
services needed and the cost of I iving
would increase meteorically. When this
happens, the future of the country economically and politically - is open to
imagination.

Abdullah, F.

Lecturer, University Pertanian.

•

Continued on page 17

Nation-building

Continued from page 16

Opinion Poll:
Privatization
Privati zation is one way of channelling
the huge assets built up over the prosperous years to Ministerial nominees. For
example, the Telekoms contract costing
2 billion dollars was given to 4 Bumiputras. It seems this was given out
without tenders being called . Such a
huge sum! Telekoms could carry out the
job (connecting main line to individual
houses) at a cost of about $1,200 each
piece. The Japanese who will ultimately
do the job in the joint-ventures formed
could do it for $500 each. The Bumiputra companies quoted the government
$950 for each piece. So the profit is
about 40% (on the basis of 2 billion!).
I think some big shots are involved in
this venture.

Assistant Bank Manager,

•

Kuala Lumpur

I think privatization is good . It will
increase efficiency. For example, the
parking service. When it is privatized , the
attendants, better supervised, will work
more efficiently. You don 't have to
look for them or wait a long time for
them to appear. Attendants employed
by the city authority generally take
things for granted and do not work
seriously. However, from the public's
point of view, there is a disadvantage in
that the private firms may impose a much
higher fine for failure to pay etc., because
they want to make profits.
LLN is another institution that should
be privatized. It will be more efficient.
The government should ensure that the
private firms which take over do not
increase the charges unreasonably. One
way is to offer tenders to competing
firms. Tenders should not be awarded to
irresponsible firms .
As far as the medical services go, I am
not so sure. Private clinics and hospitals
are better in quality and service. Right
now we pay very little in government
hospitals and about ten or fifteen dollars
per visit to private clinics . If private
hospitals charge high fees, then poor
people will suffer. For example, Assunta
is a private hospital and it is a good one.
But it is too expensive for me.

S.B. Tay,
Work Supervisor in a developer 's company

•

Opinion Poll in this Issue was compiled by
P. Ramakrishnan

Religion:
Unity or Disunity?
"No man is noble by birth, No man is
ignoble by birth, Man is noble by his
own deeds, Man is ignoble by
his own deeds".

If all of us realize that it is not the faith
that we profess but the deed that we
perform that determines the depth of our
goodness then religion has a role in

For if one's weed
becomes the criterion of one's devotion
to God the label on one's brow will lose
its primary significance. When that
happens,
the superficial differences
between religions will cease to divide
people.
After all, every rel igion equates real
piety with service to humankind . In the
Ouran fo , > tan ce it is expressed in this
way : "And snow him the two highways?
But he hath no haste on the path that is
steep, And what will explain to thee the
path that is steep? - It is freeing the
bondman; Or the giving of food in a day
of privation, To the orphan with claims
of relationship, Or to the indigent in the
dust. Then will he be of those who
believe and enjoin patience (constancy
and self-restraint) and enjoins Deeds of
kindness and compassion . Such are the
companions of the Right Hand." (Sura
Ba lad 10-18) The Buddha too once
noted, "No man is noble by birth, No
man is ignoble by birth, Man is noble by
his own deeds, Man is ignoble by his own
deeds". Needless to say, the same is true
of ·Hinduism, Christianity, Sikhism and
other religions .
However, before good deeds can unite
the adherents of different religions, there
must be some common understanding of
what constitutes good deeds. For such
understanding to emerge there will have
to be certain guiding values and ideals
which all religions can share.
It is indeed remarkable that as far as
the eternal, spiritual values are concerned,
all the great religions have a lot in
common . It is not just a question of each
religion believing in truth, justice,
freedom, equality, dignity, love, restraint
and other such values. Even in more

nation-building.
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specific areas I ike the concept of unity
in the Universe, the idea that man has a
spiritual origin and a spiritual destiny,
the view that the human being is a single,
integrated entity, the attitude towards
nature, the repugnance towards unbridled
materialism, the emphasis upon moderate
living, the importance given to the
development of moral values in the
individual, and the significance attached
to the family, there are many outstanding
similarities among the various religions.
Equally important, all religions perceive
ethical principles as transcendental.
To reinforce faith in these shared
values, it is crucial that religions establish
constant
dialogue.
Sincere dialogue
between the different religions is one of
the most urgent challenges of the day.
The time has come for the Muslim
community as the major religious community in the country to open up the
for
serious
inter-religious
avenues
communication . This is in line with
Islamic teachings since Islam is opposed
to sectarianism and encourages the quest
for common principles inspired by a love
for God and humanity.
As different religions discover their
common values it is only logical that they
examine their social environment to find
out why these ideals have not been translated into realities. If all religions uphold
the dignity of man shouldn't they act
against poverty, hunger, ignorance and
exploitation which violate man's dignity?
If al I religions believe in freedom,
shouldn't they resist oppression and the
suppression of the rights of the human
being? If all religions cherish honesty
and integrity, shouldn't · they try to
· expose and eliminate corruption and
greed? If all religions espouse the unity of
humankind
shouldn't
they
oppose
chauvinism and communalism?
In fact, it is only through social action
ALI RAN MONTHLY JUNE 1984

directed against the grave injustices that
confront us, that the different religions
will discover common goals and common
objectives. It is only by saying "No" to
the inhumanity around us that we will
learn to say "Yes" to the humanity
within us.
This is why the different religions
should formulate common programmes
for social action which will bring them
face to face with the sufferings of
neglected fishermen in the rural areas
and the miseries of harrassed squatters in
the urban areas. Working with the poor
and downtrodden is after all the essence
of religion. The life and mission of every
great Prophet testifies to this. For every
religion advocates the I iberation of the
human being not just from his inner

should be like sugar in water. It reveals
itself through its taste but cannot be seen
as such. When religion becomes a separate
institution
defined
in
conventional
religious terms, it loses its vitality and
dynamism. It is more susceptible to
manipulation for political ends. It breeds
unnecessary antagonism among those
who cannot identify with that religion .
This is why an underlying spiritual
consciousness which guides human affairs
is preferable to outward religious
institutions.
An underlying spiritual consciousness
implies that there is an alternative to both
the secular state spawned in the West and
the state based upon a particular religion
that some in the East yearn for. The
weakness of the secular state is that it is

exploitation and oppression.
Once religion begins to focus upon
common values and social action our
perception of what God is, and what his
message to humankind really means, will
also undergo a significant transformation.
God will be seen as the one, same God,
the God that unites, not the God that
divides, humankind. His message will be
understood as the one same eternal
message, a message that seeks to guide
each and everyone of us as we try to
realize the humanity within us - which
is, in fact, the essence of our being.
What this means is that God will no
longer be the God of this or that tribe.
The Divine Message will no longer be an
exclusive truth owned and control led by
this or that community.
This will lead inevitably to a situation
where the external trappings of religion the rituals, the symbols and ceremonies
- will cease to be as important as they
are today . For it is when religion is
perceived in exclusive perspectives that it
becomes very dependent upon distinctive
symbols and ceremonies.
Indeed, if religion becomes truly
universal, it will be regarded as a spiritual
and
consciousness
which
pervades
permeates all spheres of society. It will
become a consciousness that influences
thought and action, that conditions all
our relationships. Every word and every
deed of ours will manifest this spiritual
dimension. And yet it will not be visible
in the sense that there will be no symbols,
no institutions, no rules, no ceremonies
derived from a particular tradition
. pres~nted as the characteristics of a
!{lational religion.
In other words, religion in society

not guided by a set of perennial values
that transcends man's immediate existence. As a result, there is a crisis in
values in the West which is reflected in
various spheres of society. The crisis in
the family - in the rights of its different
members, in the relationships among
them - is an outstanding example of this.
It can be argued that this has come about
partly because of a decline in the sense of
sacredness in the relationship between
man and woman, between children and
parents. Indeed, even the desire to
dominate and conquer nature is also the
result, to some extent, of this loss of faith
in the sacred. And yet sacredness as a

... Islam is opposed to sectarianism
and encourages the quest for common
principles inspired by a love for
bondages of lust and greed and hatred but
God and humanity.
also from the outer shackles of poverty,
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is thaj: it is often trapped by a particular
dogma that is sometimes impervious to
reason. Why this is so, it is not difficult to
understand. For a creative interchange
between religion and modern knowledge,
including ideas from the social sciences,
has yet to take place. Only if this happens
will the advocates of religion appreciate
the importance of distinguishing timebound laws from timeless values. In the
absence of such a distinction, a religious
state will be a highly legalistic state
wrapped in injunctions and prohibitions
prompted by notions of human behaviour
which have no validity today. Besides, a
state based upon a particular religion will
create a certain degree of alienation
among those who do not belong to that
religion . This is a highly relevant point
since most societies today are multirel igious. However universal the ideals of
a religion, the very act of creating a state
in the name of that religion is bound to
divide the nation into an 'in-community'
and an 'out-community'. This will
become al I the more obvious ·when
certain functions and roles are reserved
for fol lowers of the national religion as it will be in any religious state.
The alternative then is a society where
reason is inspired by a universal spiritual
consciousness, where laws and pal icies are
founded upon universal ethical values.
There is nothing unusual about reason
guided by a spiritual consciousness. For
the exercise of reason in a human being
does not take place in a vacuum. It is
invariably influenced by beliefs, attitudes
and ideals which are part of our intellectual and ethical make-up. For instance, a
government leader with a spiritual
be averse to
consciousness would
separating means from ends in formula·
ting public policies. He would not allow

.':. an underlying spiritual consciousness
which guides human affairs is
value can be sustained only if one believes
preferable to outward
in a transcendental reality, in an eternal
spiritual existence. Once this notion of religious institutions.
transcendence is removed from one's

world-view, one's sole preoccupation
becomes the immediate, the here and
now. It is one of the factors that has led
to the growth of a system of production
and consumption that is geared towards
fulfil I ing insatiable materialistic desires.
For if this mat~rial world is al I there is
to life then there is no need to limit one's
desires, to exercise control and restraint
in the quest of wealth and power. This is
why the idea of transcendence - of an
eternal spiritual existence - is so crucial
in cultivating those moral values which
can serve as signposts in a nation's
political,
economic
and
cultural
development.
The problem with the religious state
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either the desire for profits (as in
capitalist societies) or the dict~tes of
production (as in communist states) to
subvert the di gnity of the human being.
We could have worked towards such a
society if we had developed the first
principle of the Rukunegara - the belief
in God - into an all-embracing philo·
sophy of spiritual consciousness. It would
have been acceptable to all communities
since the concept of God in the Rukunegara is not linked in an exclusive sense
to any particular community. We failed
to do that.
Instead, over the last decade or so,
religious polarization has become a
serious threat to unity and harmony in
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Old & Alone
This is the first article in the new series which will try to describe and discuss the sufferings of the weak and voiceless in
our society.

Ah Moi had worked as an amah for
more than fifty years. Like many professional Chinese amahs, Ah Moi has
been single, and has no relative here,
(so she says). She is now living in an old
folks' home in Petal ing Jaya as she is too
senile to work anymore. She has been
financially independent all her li fe but
now has to live on the charity of others.
She is sad because of this but how else
can she survive? She receives thirty
dollars a month from the old folks'
home which depends quite a lot on the
pub li c's donation of rice, milk, sugar and
so on. Neither the monthly all owance nor
the food supply is enough for the whole
year. But what hurts Ah Moi and fellow
inmates most is their condition of being
totally dependent on the Ministry of
Welfare and the general pub I ic for survival. Worse stil l, they are often regarded as
useless old people. It is not charity they
need but love and respect and above al l ,
understanding.
Sui Leng lives in a better-run old folks'
home in Kuala Lumpur . There she gets a
monthly allowance of $40/-. There are
administrative personne l as wel I as a cook
managing the institution. She claims that
she has no children and her husband had
passed away long ago. She had worked as
a rubber tapper and a dulang washer . As
she became older, she earned her living by

washing dishes in coffee-shops and small
restaurants. She was often sick and her
dreadful days came when nobody wanted
to employ her anymore. She is now
seventy-five and has been living at the old
folks' home for the past eight years. To
her, it has been eight long years and she
prays that she wi l I be able to leave this
suffering world soon.
Muthu lives in lpoh, also at an old
folks' home. He likes to sit in front of
the "home", coughing and gazing afar,
often thinking of his younger days. He
was then a labourer. His life was one of
much suffering. His wife had passed
away after a prolonged sickness. Like
the other poor old men who live with
him, he now depends on the old folks'
home for survival. Though he has a son
and a daughter-in-law in Kuala Lurw:iur,
they feel rather ashamed to associate with
a destitute old man. They have never
asked him to live w ith them . At first the
son did send some money to the father
but it was so I ittle and so seldom that
Muthu decided to move in to the old
folks' home.
These are just three of the many cases
of the f(,. ~ten and neglected old people
throughout 1:he count ry. Behind those
wrinkles and gazes, they each have a life
story - a story of poverty and struggle,
of hope and despair. They al! have a

common theme: they have been poor but'
had worked hard; many have no one to
support them, and those who have, are
invariably neglected, they have no
economic secur ity and now that they are
old, they have to live by charity, little
though it may be.
Most Malaysians know that these old
folks exist but few have listened to the
stories of their life experience. Most
pretend that these old folks have no
problem, having been "taken care of" by
the old folks' homes. Yes, both the
government and the public (especially
voluntary and religious organizations)
have built "homes" for the aged. Yet,
most of the old folks' homes in the
country do not have adequate facilities .
Many are not decent homes at all and
some do not even have proper cooking
faci Iities.
In many places, there are not workers
or attendants to take care of the "homes"
<:Jaily . The old people are left to do their
own washing, cooking and to organize
their own life. They are visited only
occasionally on the eve of such major
festivals like Chinese New Year, Hari
Raya, Deepavali and Christmas when
charitable organizations send ang pau and
gifts. Often there is a surplus of food
during these festival periods but shortage

continued on page 20

continued from page 18

••• a government leader wHh a spiritual

consciousness would be averse to
separating means from ends in
formulating public policies.

our multi-religi ous society. Each religious
community is obsessed wit h the unique
characteristics of its own exclusive
identity. The government's lslamization
policy is a manifestation of this obsession. For through lslamization, universal
ethical values like diligence and discipline
which are pertinent to human beings
everywhere have been given a particularisti c religious colouring.
Religious polarization will, in the long
run, turn out to be far more dangerous
than either ethnic or class polarization
reasons. First, it has an

ideological basis, albeit a superficial one.
What is worse, it is an ideological attachment that arises from blind, unquestioning
faith. It is not faith that has developed
from deep reflection.
Second, since religion , it is obvious, is
being used as a channel for reinforcing
ethnic identity, it is quite possible that
it will affect social intercourse in a way
in which ordinary communalism cannot .
A person may feel for instance that he is
religiously pure if he tries to minimise
social contact with those who do not
belong to his religion. He ceases to
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socialize with them. The more ardent he
becomes in his perverted idea of purity,
the more negative his attitude towards
those who do not share his faith.
Third, since some of the most
enthusiastic adherents to this narrow
interpretation of religion seem to be from
the younger generation, it is quite conceivable that this trend will become more
pronounced in the future.
Given all these reasons, there should
be a more determined effort to check
religious polarization. Of course, religious
polarization itself is, to a great extent, the
consequence of other developments.
Nonetheless, we would be making
some contribution towards the resolution
of the problem if we began by communicating with one another. For very soon,
it wi 11 be too late. •
(Summary of a speech by Dr. Chandra
Muzaffar at a national inter-religious seminar
in Kuala Lumpur in April 1984)
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Behind those wrinkles and gazes, ... each have a life story - a story of poverty and struggle, of
hope and despair.

at other times of the year. No wonder in
the economically poorer homes, some
old people go out to beg . When we se_e
a beggar begging, who is to blame, the
beggar or our social system?
We should praise the various charitable
organizations for their good deeds. However there should be some co-ordination
among them at the district level so that
old folks' homes in each district are
assured of not only of regular donations
throughout the year but also equal oppor• tunities for obtaining donations. The aim
should be to help sincerely and not to
obtain publicity by giving charity once
or twice a year.
The government should allocate sufficient funds to build more and better
ALIRAN MONTHLY JUNE 1984

old folks' homes as well as to help the
old financially. These old people have
contributed to the functioning and
development of our society, and so
deserve to be helped when they can't
work anymore or when no one wishes to
employ them anymore.
It is not sufficient for the government
and the pub! ic to give charity to the old
and the sick. We should also reexamine
our socio-economic system. lsn 't it
absurd and inhuman that poor people
who had devoted all their energies to
earning a living should end up having
neither shelter nor food when they are
too old and weak to work? Can't our
society ensure that poor people like
labourers and amahs have adequate
20

basic socio-economic security for old
age, so that they need not be at the
mercy of ungrateful children/relatives
and the society at large? They work hard
all their life, certainly not less than civil
servants, businessmen or Ministers, yet
they remain poor. Is this fair? Is this
equality? Isn't this an example of our
cruelty to the poor and the weak?
In attempting to bring about a more
just society, we should continue to
uphold and promote perennial values
which teach people to love one another
and to practise what is fair. Don't our
traditions, be they Malay, Chinese, Indian
or !ban, teach us to take care of old
people? Yet we have so many old people
going to the old folks homes for survival.
Indeed many of the inmates in old folks'
homes do have primary relatives. In
stricter "homes", they are reluctant to
admit this for fear of being disqualified
from staying there. These people turn to
the old folks' home for various reasons
but mainly because their children refuse
to take care of them or neglect them, or
abuse them, and there are even some
successful
sons/daughters
who feel
ashamed of their senile parents. Many of
these primary relatives (such as children)
of the old men/women tend to forget
that these old people had once worked
hard to support them. They have their
own dignity and self-respect, ·and few
are willing to tolerate abuse from their
own children in exchange for a piece of
bread.
Our society is now becoming more
and more consumer oriented. Young
people are pre-occupied with building
up their own careers. They not only_want
to buy a house or a car immediately
but also desire to acquire as many
modern gadgets as possible. It is partly
because of this, that many young people
tend to neglect taking care of their old
parents, either intentionally or unintentionally. Fortunately most Malaysians
still regard taking care of aging parents
as their duty. Nevertheless, this value of
taking care of the old and treating them
with due respect is mote and more being
eroded by our consumer oreinted worldview. It is therefore necessary to remind
the younger members of our society
about the importance of upholding this
value.
The Chinese philosopher, Mengzi
(Mencius, 327-289 B.C.), said, "Treat
with respect the elders in my family, and
then extend that respect to include the
elders in other families. Treat with
tenderness the young in my own family,
and then extend that · tenderness to
include the young in other families".
Old and alone, Ah Moi, Sui Leng and
Muthu have moving stories to tell. Does
anyone care to I isten? a

Tan Chee Ber1g

CURRENT COMMENT

A Complete Record of Aliran's Statements
to the Press made during the preceeding month
The New Population Policy
In embarking upon a new population
policy, the government has assumed that
since there is no easy access to foreign
markets for our manufactured goods, the
only way to industriali ze is to create our
own domestic consumer market. Hence
the decision to do away with family
planning, to provide maternity benefits
up to the fifth child and to increase the
annual birth rate to 3.2 per cent so that,
in the Prime Minister's calculation, we
wil l have a population of 70 million in
115 years time.
The basic assumption of the new
policy is wrong . Industrialization does
not require a huge population . As far as
the production side is concerned, the
small industrialized states of Western
Europe have shown that there is no need
for big populations. Even as far as consumption goes, a population like ours is
not a disadvantage provided we select
appropriate technologies and establish
manufacturing outfits of suitable size and
scale. It is possible for instance to set up
medium-sized cement plants and small
brick-works which are tailored to our
consumption capacity. Certain developing
countries are already doing this.
For what is crucial in industrialization
is the ability of a society to absorb
scientific knowledge and to develop
appropriate technics of production . It is
this pre-condition for industrialization
that the government should be emphasising. Our school syllabi, the curricula of
our polytechnics and universities should
be re-appraised from this perspective.
Our allocations for scientific and technological research should be reviewed with
this industrial dimension in mind. It is
these urgent cha llenges that the government should be addressing itself to, rather
than increasing the population which has
so little to do with industrialization in
any case.
Besides, if there was some clear
thinking about industrialization, we
would know what sort of industries to
choose. For if industrialization is geared
towards meeting the basic needs of the
majority, our present population size is
not a problem at all. What will be really
required are earnest efforts to raise the
income levels of the majority so that our
people would be in a position to purchase
the goods and services meant for ·them .
Redistribution of wealth is therefore a

much more effective way of increasing
the purchasing power of a society than
expanding its population.
Besides, there are a number of negative
arising from
induced
consequences
population expansion which any responsible
government
should
consider
carefully.
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"Ultimately, a population of 70 million"

First, since work patterns, urban
living and educational levels are going
to discourage higher income families
from producing more children, whatever
the ince.ntives, it is quite likely that the
government's new policy will receive
most response from the poor. For the
poor given their poverty are already
inclined towards having more children
as a form of social security. The new
population policy could therefore bring
about greater poverty. It could, at the
same time, widen the growing disparities
between the rich and poor.
Second, even as it is with a mere
13.8 million people rural poverty in
particular is getting more and more
serious. Unemployment is increasing in
urban areas and the government is not
able to provide basic amenities like piped
water and electricity to a substantial
segment of society. Our health and
educational services - which were fairly
satisfactory at one time - are now
beginning to deteriorate rapidly. When .
we are already in such a mess, how are
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we going to look after the basic needs
of 70 million Malaysians?
Third, isn't it ironical that we are
pushing for a bigger population at a time
when the economy is on the decline? Our
total public debt is 50.6 billion . Our rate
of external borrowing is so heavy that it
has caused some concern in international
banking circles. Repayment of debts
alone came up to one-fifth of Federal
government revenue in 1983. The government is trying desperately to cut down on
public expenditure in order to keep the
ailing economy going. The general decline
in prices for our natural commodities and
the uncertain state of the world economy
have compounded our difficulties. In a
situation like this, how can we contemplate a population expansion programme?
Fourth, economic difficulties aside,
shouldn't we think seriously about how
a population policy of this sort will affect
ethnic relations? When communal politicians are obsessed with the numerical
strength of this or that community and
the electoral power of this or that ethnic
group, it is quite conceivable that the new
policy will soon be part of the politics of
latent ethnic conflict which is so prevalent in our society today .
Finally, have our policy-makers considered what sort of impact the new
population target would have upon
women
especially poor women? Since
women would be bearing the burden of
this emphasis upon increased sexual
reproduction, the pressures upon them to
perform this functio·n would be so great
that their other roles in society would
become insignificant. It will become
more difficult for a woman to pursue
education beyond a certain point, to
maintain her economic independence
through her own career, to define a
public role for herself in the affairs of
the nation . This will be particularly true_
of low-income female urban workers
who in the last decade or so have moved
into !he job market. They lack the status
better-positioned
and
education of
women in the urban hierarchy to defend
their new-found roles.
For all these reasons then Aliran is
opposed to the new population policy .
It is a policy that manifests so little
thinking and reflection. Some of its
most obvious implications have' not
been properly evaluated. If anything,
the analysis by individuals and groups
outside government which shows that
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the '70 million in 115 years' figure itself
is wrong is indicative of shallowness and
superficiality that signify the new population policy .
Nq wonder thinking Malaysians everywhere are speaking out against a policy
which they know will lead the nation to
its doom.

23 April 1984

Chandra Muzaffar
·President

Wrong Population Figures
Since researchers and analysts have
shown that the government's calculation
of a population of 70 million in 115 years
could be wrong, it is important that the
government clarifies immediately how it
arrived at such a figure. If those who have
pointed out the government's likely error
are right, then it means that there is no
need for a new population target. For at
the present birth rate of 2.2% it should be
possible to reach 70 million in 72 years not 115 years . In fact, it has been
suggested that if our birth rate is
increased to 3.2% - as the government
intends to do under its new policy - - we
would have a population of 538 million
in 115 years.
If this is not what the government
wants, then there is no point in extending
maternity benefits to 5 children or
providing other incentives to help
increase the birth rate to 3.2%.
It is because of this confusion in
government thinking that it is vital that it
tells the public how it formulated its new
population policy. Otherwise, there will
be further erosion of public confidence in
our policy makers. The people will think
that there is no careful examination of
data, no proper analysis of information
before an important policy is announced.
They will think that there is no thorough
discussion and debate within government
circles before a major policy decision is
made. They will think that we are now in
a situation where personal whims become
national laws overnight .
This is why the government must
provide a comprehensive explanation of
how it devised the 70 million target and
' how it worked out a new population
policy.

fl'.

27th April 1984

Osman Ibrahim,
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Treasurer.

Penyingkiran Peneroka FELDA
Aliran . sungguh kecewa terhadap perbuatan pihak kerajaan menyekat seramai
365 orang peneroka Felda di seluruh
negara
semata-mata
kerana
mereka
menentang kerajaan. Mengikut apa yang
telah dilaporkan oleh Mingguan Malaysia
29/4/84 sebahagian dari penerokapeneroka ini telah meneritang kerajaan
pada waktu pilihanraya .
Perbuatan menyekat ini tidak adil
kerana pertamanya, ia melibatkan mata
pencarian mereka yang terlibat . Penyingkiran seperti ini samalah seperti memberhentikan mereka yang makan gaji.
Walaupun didapati bersalah, penerokapeneroka yang terlibat tidak seharusnya
dikeluarkan dari rancangan FE LOA. Apa
yang sepatutnya dilakukan ialah mengadapkan mereka kemuka pengadi Ian.
Dengan cara begini pihak kerajaan boleh
memelihara maruahnya sebagai sebuah
negara demokrasi yang menjadikan keadilan sebagai satu amalan, bukannya
slogan saja .
Saperti rakyat lain, peneroka FE LOA
juga berhak ' mencari nafkah hidup asal
saja ketenteraman awam tidak diganggu.
Hak i ni telah dengar) jelasnya termaktub
didalam Perisytiharan Islam Sejagat hasil
daripada Persidangan Antarabangsa Islam
yang telah berlangsung pada bulan April,
1980. Perisytiharan ini telah memperuntukkan bahawa "semua manusia adalah
berhak mencari nafkah hidup mereka
mengikut lunas-lunas Ouran". Sebagai
sebuah negara dimana Islam menjadi
agama rasmi, Malaysia harus mematuhi
perisytiharan ini. Ada baiknya negara ini
di kenal sebagai sebuah negara yang
menyumbang kepada tamadun Islam
bukan saja melalui Musabaqah Ouran,
tetapi juga melalui usaha-usaha memelihara hak-hak asasi manusia.
.l1tedua, elok disedari bahawa, seperti
juga projek-projek lain, projek Felda
adalah projek rakyat. Segala pembiayaan
datangnya dari saku rakyat. Kerajaan
hanyalah menjadi pengelola saja. lni
bererti bahawa soal menentang atau
menyokong parti yang memerintah tidak
timbul. Setiap apa yang diberi kepada
rakyat oleh kerajaan janganlah dilihat
sebagai perbuatan yang perlukan pembalasan dalam bentuk ketaatan kepada
parti yang memerintah. Jika ini yang
diharapkan kita hanya mempamerkan
kelemahan sistem demokrasi kita. Sesungguhnya, sesuatu sistem demokrasi itu
selamanya memusuhi nilai-nilai feudal.
Memaksa secara langsung ataupun tidak
ketaatan kepada parti yang memeri ntah
adalah amalan feudal yang dengan mudah
boleh menjadikan negara InI negara
demokrasi pada kulitnya saja - amalan
masih lagi diperingkat feudal.
Aliran juga ingin menjelaskan di sini
bahawa menentang parti yang memerintah ketika pilihanraya adalah sebahagian
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dari keseluruhan proses demokrasi . Menerima demokrasi semata-mata sebagai
amalan memilih parti yang memerintah
adalah fahaman demokrasi yang salah.
Demokrasi juga bererti rakyat ber.hak
menentang parti yang memerintah asal
saja penentangan ini dilakukan secara
aman . Dalam lain perkataan, penglibatan
serta penyertaan rakyat dalam segala
urusan pengendalian masyarakat adalah
sangat-sangat digalakkan oleh demokrasi.
Oleh kerana itu, Aliran merayu supaya
Kementerian Kemajuan Tanah segara
mengambil balik peneroka-peneroka yang
telah disingkir supaya demokrasi negara
ini benar-benar bermakna dan keadilan
menjadi sebahagian utama dari kehidupan
awam . Sekiranya ini tidak dilakukan pasti
obor demokrasi kita yang sudah banyak
malap akan bertambah malap lagi .

Yusoff Ahmad Shariff
Ahli Jawatankuasa

2hb Mei, 1984
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Jawi and Rumi Scripts
A recent call by the PAS leadership to
make Jawi the national script has created
some uneasiness among the people. This
has persuaded Ali ran to reiterate the
importance of Rumi as the national
Script.
The Rumi Script is the official script
as stated in the Constitution. This was
made explicit in the 1971 amendment to
the Constitution. To ignore this provision
in the Constitution tantamounts to
disrespect to the Constitution.
Besides the national language in the
Rumi script is rapidly becoming a truly
living national language used by all
communities. It is in fact the main
medium of c;ommunication among the
younger generation. It is, therefore, most
unfair to give prominence to the Jawi
script at this stage at the expense of the
Rumi script.
Also in terms of the development of
Bahasa Malaysia as the language of the
nation, Rumi is a much more useful script
since it is also the national script of
Indonesia. We will be able to benefit
considerably from the growth of Bahasa
Indonesia into a modern, dynami~
language in recent decades if we retain
the Rumi script.

In this connection, the Rumi script is
more suitable for the purposes of
uiring modern knowledge sin ce it
shares some affinity with many of the
leading languages of scien ce and techn ology. For example, German, English and
French are all in the Roman Script.
However, Aliran does not deny the
usefulness of Jawi for acquiring knowledge in certain specific areas. For
instance, Jawi is an important tool in
studies related to Islam, Malay culture
and Malaysian history.
This is why it should be made available
as a script especially in secondary schools
but this does not mean that it should be
made compulsory for all students in
the national education system .
Besides, making it compulsory would
be an additional burden to students who
are already burdened by a very heavy
syllabus.

3rd May 1984

Mustafa K. Anuar
Secretary.

Allegations Against Cabinet
Ministers
Al iran feels that the government
should not keep mum over allegations by
Mak Foon Then that he had acted as an
agent to collect money from Hong Kong
businessmen for Malaysian Ministers.
Though the allegations were contained
in a cautioned statement by a person
accused of murder, they have created
considerable doubt among a lot of people
about the integrity and honesty of our
Ministers. The Prime Minister, as the
Chairman of the Cabin et, should be
concerned about the adverse impact of
such bad publicity especially since he
talks often of a 'clean and trustworthy'
government. This is why it is his bounden
duty to take immediate steps to clear the
name of the cabinet . This is particularly
crucial given the nature of the Jal i I
murder trial itself which may never
establish whether Mak's allegations were
true or not.
It is therefore important that the
Prime Minister orders a probe into Mak's
allegations. Open denials by cabinet
ministers will not be enough to convince
the general public. Neither will an
internal inquiry help to erase doubts that
have arisen in the minds of the people.
The Prime Minister should consider
setting up a Parliamentary Select Committee to investigate Mak's allegations.
For investigating the condu ct of legislators and public officials is part of the

Select
Parliamentary
of
function
Committees.
However the government could have
saved itself all this embarrassment arising
from the Jalil murder trial and the BMF
affair if in the first instance it had
established an independent commission
of inquiry as demanded by numerous
groups and individuals. Having failed to
do so, its own credibility is now at stake.

8th May 1984

Chandra Muzaffar

President.

Carcosa
Aliran welcomes the decision of the
British government to return Carcosa to
Malaysia. It shows some understanding of
the underlying sentiments involved in the
issue.
If the unwillingness of the British to
grant us independence was one of the
reasons for making a gift of Carcosa, then
was
the
pre-Merdeka
Government
motivated by a false sense of gratitude.
For independence is a people's bir11'lright .
There was no justification at all for
regarding British rule as "friendly". In
fact, British colonialism was largely
responsible for not only the neglect of
the Malay masses but also the exploitation of non-Malay labour. It drained the
and
retarded
our
nation 's wealth
economic development. Some of the
major ills that confront present-day
Malaysian society whether it is economic
dependency or communalism can be
traced back to the colonial era.
While making a gift of Carcosa was
wrong, creating a political issue out of it
was also unnecessary. Since what was
involved was the return of a gift, albeit
ill-conceived, the matter should have been
pursued with utmost courtesy and
decency. After all the British th emselves
were not adamant at any point about
retaining Carcosa. This is why the
solution should have been sought through
diplomatic negotiations right from the
outset.
Now that the Carcosa issue has been
resolved, Aliran hopes that UMNO as the
ba ckbone of the ruling Barisan Nasional
and the nation's most powerful political
party, will concentrate upon other crucial
challenges that face the nation during its
forthcoming General Assembly . Problems
related to poverty, income disparities,
corruption, ethnic polarization and the
concentration of executive power have
become more serious in the course of the
past one year . It is important that UMNO
delegates also evaluate rationally the
numerous policies that the government
leadership has churned out ranging from
privatization to a population target of
70 million since these policies will affect
the future of the entire nation .
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For, in the ultimate analysis, Carcosa
is only of symbolic significance; it is the
social challenges that confront us that are
of substantive importance.

The Executive Committee
13th May 1984
British Teachers & the Teaching
of English
Al iran is astonished that the government is spending 12 million ringgit to
import British teachers to teach American
English. Apparently, this is to prepare
students for TOEFL (Test of English as a
Foreign Language) in order to enable
them to enter American Colleges and
Universities.
If the purpose is to improve the
standard of English of our students so
that they can pass TOEFL there is no
reason why local English language
teachers cannot be used. After all it is just
a 100 British teachers who are being
recruited . Surely it is possible to get a
100 local English Language teachers to do
the job.
Retired English language teachers and
English language teachers who are
presently under-utilised can be employed
to conduct short-term courses for our
students. It will cost our government
much less. Besides, being Malaysians with
some familiarity with Bahasa Malaysia
and other local languages they would be
in a better position to help our students
with their English. This is because the
sort of mistakes one makes with English
is often conditioned by the linguistic
structure of one's own mother-tongue.
Our own teachers will be more effective
in yet another sense. Since English is not
their mother-tongue they will be able to
handle problems arjsing from grammar
with greater competence than British
teachers who use the language instinctively. It is help with grammar, apart
from vocabulary, that our students need
badly.
However, employing our own teachers
for TOEFL preparations, is a short-term
solution to what are, in fact, serious
shortcomings in our education system .
First, English has to be developed into an
effective second language which all our
students should be able to write, read and
speak with ease. Second, we should
provide enough facilities for the higher
education of our own students here in
Malaysia . It is a pity that the majority of
Malaysian students who qualify for higher
education have to seek opportunities
abroad. Apart from everything else, it is
an unnecessary drain upbn the nation's
revenue.

14th May 1984

Hum Kim Choy

Exco Member
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THINKING ALLOWED
A closer look at what people say or do the world over

Discordant Notes
Three contradictory reports appeared
in the local newspapers about the Penang
Government. The first concerned a statement by the Acting Chief Minister that
Penang would show a surplus for the
1983 operating budget. The following
day the papers reported that Penang State
is $328.6 million in debt and repayment
comprises about 16% of its income.
To top it all, week after that, it was
reported that the Penang government will
be sending a delegation of municipal
counci IIors to Australia with al I expenses
paid for, in connection with some
exposition .
Without having to elaborate, it is
suffice to say that any ordinary reader
would find all this most baffling. If
indeed the State government has incurred
so much debts, what is the Acting Chief
Minister talking about? Surely, he does
not intend to hoodwink the public?
Moreover, such stringent times call for
stringent measures, not more of those
al I-paid-for study-cum-pleasure overseas
tours. In all likelihood, more "pleasure"
than "study" .

•

Samy's New Clothes

~-

Works Minister, Samy Vellu, is fond of
new clothes . It is when it comes to
clothes that he really star.ts working .
According to a recent interview with the
STAR, he revealed that he wears a shirt
or trousers just 2 or 3 times before he
gives them away to his friends. He also
designs his own clothes and tries to put
on the right suit for the right occasion .
It is said that many of our other
Ministers are also well-versed with
clothes. They spend a lot of time talking
about the latest fashions . Many of them
apparently have expensive, elaborate
wardrobes. Buying clothes from all the
famous fashion stores of the world is
their hobby. Perhaps this fascination with
clothes reveals something about their
psychology. Is it reflective of their love
for the externals, the superficialities, the
symbols which is so evident in every
sphere of Malaysian society? Is it a
symptom of their desire to cover-up, like
in the BMF scandal or in all those other
episodes where there was no public
inquiry, no public report.
So this is it . . . they are afraid of
rev ea I i ng the naked truth.

by Mustafa Anuar

¾ H E NATIONAL ANTHEM
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Th!kini Exposure

Solve Poverty Through ...

The Bikini islanders, according to a
recent report (May 3, 1984, The Star)
may eventually be able to settle down on
their beloved island for good - after
many years of being evacuated and
"roaming from island to island" due to
the harrassment of nuclear bomb tests by
the United States.
But the home coming isn't going to be
a joyous occasion especially since many,
if not most, of the Bikini islanders have
been over-exposed to radiation (from
those nuclear bomb tests).
A question that comes to mind is this; _
~hy should the Bikini · islanders be
subjected to this kind of humiliation and
torture? That this South Pacific island
had been chosen by the ·American
military because it would only pose
"acceptable risk and minimum hazard"
is no good reason at all especially when
human ·lives are involved!
This selfish pursuit of one's own
political and military interests is a grave
threat to world peace, not to say
anything of man's environment. It would
tJ.w.ve been better for the US not to touch
any of these South Pacific islands - and
other islands in the world for that matter
- for its nuclear designs.
After al I this, it does look as if the US
has stripped itself of all humanitarian
values and democratic principles . Isn't
there any lesson from Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Uncle .Sam?

Poverty is a much bandied-about term
these days. Many are suffering from
poverty but there are also those who
build their political careers by talking
about poverty. The concern for poverty
has persuaded many _to come up with
certain solutions to fight this formidable
foe. And our country's leadership is one
of the world's most vocal opponents of
poverty.
This is why one cannot avoid thinking
about Adib Adam's recent formula to
fight poverty. He insisted. that with a
population of 70 million Malaysia can
solve its poverty problem. He also tried to
"argue" that the nation's most important
asset is its people and not its natural
resources. "We have to prove t_
hat the
nation's key asset is the people and not
tin, rubber, oil or heavy industries," he
added.
What are we to make of this statement? Is the honorable Minister trying to
say that we should reduce activities on
the factory floor and boardroom and
increase bedroom antics? Or are we to
interpret the statement as an attempt to
encourage (Malaysian) labour export as
opposed to the export of tin and other
natural products and industrial goods?
Perhaps the Minister ought to sell his
formula to neighbouring Indonesia, a
country which has an abundance of
people as well as natural resources. Or for
that matter, try convincing the people of
India and China.
After all this talk, wouldn't one be
impregnated with the feeling that this
new "formula" is really impoverished of
logi c and commonsense?

•

Phantoms Don't Need Space
Tan Tiong Hong, the Chairman of the
MCA anniversary celebrations committee
expected 20,000 people to turn up at the
party's function at the Lee San Choon
Hall , Wisma MCA on Sunday, 6th May.
Since the Neo Yee Pan faction has lost a
lot of support it is not surprising that
there was less than 1 ,000 people.
In any case, how could the Hall have
accommodated 20,000, someone wondered the other day? That would not
have been a problem, considering that
many of the members are supposed to be
"phantoms"!

•

•

Mothers' Day - and May 13th
Do you know that this year Mothers'
Day fel I on May 13th? Even though the
concept of Mothers' Day may have been
distorted, it is significant to note that thi
year some mothers will be rememb1::1 1g
the day in connection with the tragerJ
that had befallen .their children 15 year
ago.
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